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News In Brief
Ground broken for Toyota plant

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

MONDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 5, 1986

Prom weekend a t Murray, CaHowaj

GEORGETOWN, Ky.(AP) — The president of Toyota Motor
Corp. predicted today that Kentucky will someday be known as
much for the automobiles it produces as well as its thoroughbred
race horses.
During ground-breaking ceremonies this morning, Shoichiro
Toyoda said, "Kentucky is the home of the great racehorses. It's
going to be the home of the best cars in the world as well."
An estimated 450 persons attended the ceremony under a large
white tent. Among the dignitaries were Gov. Martha Layne Collins, Kentucky's U.S. Sens. Wendell Ford and Mitch McConnell
and U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins of Kentucky's 6th District.
Collins said the "friendship (between Kentucky and Toyota)
apes far beyond the assemblyline and the loading docks ... we
have obtained an outstanding corporate friend."
She said the groundbreaking marked several beginnings — a
new facility, a growing friendship between the state and the
automaker and a symbolic aspect that Kentucky has entered a
new economic era.
Scott County Judge-Executive Charlie Sutton said, "I'm proud
Toyota chose Georgetown, Scott County and Kentucky."
Toyoda also announced a $1 million gift to Georgetown and
Scott County to be used for public facilities.

Middle America may get bitten
by Senate's overhaul tax plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Finance Committee is setting to work on a new tax-overhaul plan that threatens some
special tax breaks widely used by middle-income Americans.
The new bill, drafted by Chairman Bob Packwood, R-Ore.,
would allow no further tax-deferred Individual Retirement Accounts for the millions of workers covered by a company pension
plan. It would permit no medical-expense deduction until outlays
for doctors and medicine exceed 10 percent of income. It would
crimp the write-off for car and education loans. And the preferential tax treatment of capital gains would end.
In return for those special benefits, the plan offers a general
reduction in individual tax rates — the maximum would drop to
27 percent from 50 percent; a $2,000-per-person exemption for all
but the wealthiest people, and increases in the standard deductions. Most people would get a small tax cut from the plan; the
biggest winners would be about six million working poor who
would be swept off the income-tax rolls.
Packwood and others who endorsed the new effort hailed it as
the most-sweeping tax-overhaul plan seriously considered ,by
Congress.
"This dramatic departure from our existing federal income tax
system will spur capital formation and economic growth by
directing that investment decisions be based on real economic
considerations rather than artificial tax benefits," said Sen. John
C. Danforth, R-Mo.
Packwood told a news conference Friday he thinks a majority
of the 20-member committee supports the plan, including
Republican Leader Bob Dole. But a few hours after Packwood
spoke, Dole issued his own statement.
The pian is a good start in principle, the Kansan said, and he
supports Packwood's efforts to produce a bill. "However, there
are still a number of items that merit attention" and "if these
questions can be worked out, then the chairman will have my full
support."

Elsewhere...
By tbe Ameovisted Pres.

TOKYO — The United States is proposing to its summit partners a new plan for stablizing the world's currency system to try
to prevent the wild fluctuations that have occurred in recent
years.
MOSCOW — Soviet television has aired film of the Chernobyl
nuclear accident area showing a deserted community once home
to thousands and the charred remains of a reactor building.
VIENNA, Austria — Austrian voters have narrowly denied
Kurt Waldheim the absolute majority needed to win the president, but the former U.N. Secretary-General finished first in an
election marred by charges he had covered up a Nazi past.
MANILA, Philippines — A government panel is running into
obstacles in its efforts to uncover "hidden wealth" left in the
Philippines by Ferdinand E. Marcos.
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla. — A NASA investigative board has
begun looking into the failure of a Delta rocket's main engine
after 71 seconds of flight, while officials assess the impact on the
space program of the unmanned launcher's destruction.
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Pictured above is the 1986 Murray High School Prom Queen
and her court. They are, from
left, Krista Harrell, Lee
Holcomb, Tisha Morris, Queen,
Mitzi Boggess, Christi West and
Melissa Gray. At right, Mitzi
Scott, daughter of Marvin and
Delores Scott of Kirksey, and
Tim Manning, son of Bobby
and Faye Manning of Lynn
Grove, await their turn for the
Grand March at the Calloway
County High School Prom. The
Murray High School prom was
held Friday evening and the
Calloway County High School
prom was held Saturday evening. Both were held at the Murray State University Curris
Center Ballroom.

Western leaders show concern
over handling of Soviet accident

"We, the heads of state or
government of seven major industrial nations and representatives of the European Community, have discussed the implications of the accident at the
Chernobyl nuclear power station," said the statement read at
a news conference by Japanese

Japanese
pro leftists
aim attack
at summit
TOKYO (API — Police blamed Japan's most notorious
radical leftist group today for a
brazen missile attack during
welcoming ceremonies for the
Tokyo summit, and authorities
distributed 100,000 leaflets asking citizens' cooperation in identifying "suspicious persons."
Five missiles were fired from
an apartment building Sunday
and arced more than two miles
over Tokyo neighborhoods, falling about 700 yards from
Akasaka Palace, the state guest
house, just minutes before
President Reagan arrived there
for an outdoor welcoming
ceremony.
All of the metal objects landed
near the Canadian embassy and
exploded on building walls or in
the street. Police said there was
some minor panic among
pedestrians tp.it no injuries.- —
There were no immediate
arrests.
Asked later whether he was
concerned about the attack,
Reagan smiled and said. "No,
they missed."

Steps taken
to combat
terrorism

orb.** by Caner SSWle

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
officials said they weren't trying
to gain a propaganda victory
from the Chernobyl nuclear accident as Western leaders at the
Tokyo economic summit today
issued a statement of concern
over Soviet handling of last
week's accident.

25 CENTS

Foreign Minister Shintaro Abe
in Tokyo. "We express our deep
sympathy for those affected. We
remain ready to extend
assistance, in particular
medical and technical, as and
when requested.
The Western leaders called for
each country to provide "detailed and complete information on
nuclear emergencies and accidents, in particular those with
potential trans-boundary
consequences.
"Each of our countries accepts that responsibility, and we
urge the government of the
Soviet Union, which did not do so

in the case ot Chernobyl, to provide urgently such information
as our and other countries have
requested," the statement read
The leaders commended the
Soviet Union for its plan to begin
discussions this week with the
director-general of the International Atomic Energy Agency
IIAEA).
White House Chief of Staff
Donald T. Regan on Sunday
lashed the Soviets for not
meeting demands from
neighboring nations for more information on the nature and
(Conn'on page 2)

TOKYO (AP — Leaders of
the seven industrial
democracies today branded
Libya a terrorist state and
agreed to take steps to make it
more difficult for terrorists to
travel or operate in their
countries.
The United States immediately hailed the landmark agreement as a victory for President
Reagan, who came to Tokyo
with his campaign against international terrorism at the top of
his summit agenda.
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz said the document sent a
strong message to Libyan leader
Moammar Khadafy: "You've
had it, pal. You're isolated. You
are recognized as a terrorist and
as far as terrorists are concern.
ed, more and more the message
is — no place to hide."
The formal statement on terrorism, as well as one criticizing
the Soviet Union and calling for
international sharing of information about nuclear
castastrophes such as the Chernobyl accident, were delayed
several hours as the leaders
toughened anti-terrorist
language worked out by their
aides overnight.
The final version of the document pledged the summit partners to clamp strict limits on
diplomatic and consular offices
of nations that support te,r(Cont'd on page 2)

Reagan administration fixes deadline
for oil firms in Libya to be out of country
Partly cloudy tonight. Low
in the lower 60e. South winds
10 to 15 mph.
Partly cloudy Tuesday with
a 30 percent chance of
thunderstorms. High 80 to 85.
Gusty southwest wind 15 to 25
mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday.
calls for mostly fair conditions.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.9
Barkley Lake
.359.0

TOKYO (AP) — The Reagan administration, embarrassed in
its summit negotiations by the continued presence of U.S. oil
firms in Libya, today fixed a June 30 deadline for the companies
Lo pull out.
"They will be out one way or the other," Secretary of State
George Shultz declared, adding: "They may just have to aban
don their assets."
•
And Treasury Secretary James A. Baker III reinforced the
warning. "I think it is appropriate at some point to say to U.S.
companies that are still there: you have had sufficient time.
We've tried to be as lenient as possible."
Baker conceded it was hard to persuade Western European
allies to quit buying oil from Moammar Khadafy as long as U.S
companies are still in Libya.
"I think the United States has to be able to make the point to its
allies. if we're asking them to take action, that there are no
longer United States' companies operating in Libya with the consent of the U.S. government," Baker said.

He said that, following the April bombing raid on Libya, some
of the companiei "contacted us and suggested themselves it was
time to walk."
Neither Shultz nor Baker mentioned the June 30 deadline
specifically. But other administration officials said that licenses
permitting the firms to operate temporarily in Libya would not
be renewed when they expire on June 30.
Robert Oakley, head of the State Department's anti-terrorist
division, said the remaining U.S. firms should consider leaving
even before that date.
"They've had their transition period." Oakley said.
Five U.S. oil firms have remained in operation in Libya despite
Reagan's edict last January ordering all.Amertcans out of Libya.
They are Conoco, W.R. Grace, Amerada Hess, Marathon and
Occidental.
The Reagan administration gave the oil firms, and another six
oil-related service firms, special licenses to remain in business to
give them time to phase out operations and sell off their assets.
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Applications taken at MSU
for Fulbright Scholar awards
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Applications for 1987-88
Fulbright Scholar awards in
research and lecturing abroad
are now being accepted, according to Dr. Vernon Gantt. coordinator for the program at Murray State University.
Awards are administered by
the Council for International Exchange of Scholars and the
United States Information Agency and include more than 300
grants in research and 700
grants in university lecturing
for periods ranging from three
months to a full academic year.
Gantt said openings are
available in more than 100 countries, including multi-country
research. Awards are granted in
virtually all disciplines, he
noted.
Scholars in all academic
ranks are eligible for the grants,
and retired faculty and independent scholars are also encourage<1 to apply, he said. This year

(1985-86), Dr. Kit W. Wester,
director of MSU's Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center, was
awarded a Fulbright grant to
Nigeria to lecture in archaeology. He is affiliated with
the Department of Archaeology
at the University of Madan,
Nigeria's oldest university.
Basic eligibility requirements
for the awards are U.S. citizenship. a Ph.D. degree or comparable professional qualifications, university or college
teaching experience and, in
some cases, proficiency in a
foreign language
Benefits include round-trip
travel for the grantee (and one
dependent for full academic
y'ear awards), maintenance
allowance to cover living expenses of grantee and fatnily,
tuition allowance
in many
countries) for school-age
children and book and baggage

allowances.
Application deadlines for the
awards are: June 15, 1986 for
Australia, India, Latin
American and the Carribean;
Sept. 15. 1986, for Africa, Asia,
Europe and the Middle East;
Nov. 1, 1986, for the instutitional
proposals for the Scholar-inResidence program; Jan. 1,
1987. for Administrator's
Awards in Germany, Japan and
the United Kingdom, seminar in
German Civilization and the
NATO and Spain research
fellowships; and Feb. 1, 1987, for
the France. Italy and Germany
travel-only awards.
Applications can be obtained
from the Council for International Exchange of Scholars, 11
Dupont Circle N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20036-1257,
telephone (202) 939-5401. For additional information, call Gantt
at (502) 762-4465.

Mother's Day Sale

•

?
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Potpourri at the Library
Saturday marked the beginning of the Spring Potpourri of Art at the Calloway County Library. Above,
violinist Scott Conklin, a 5th-grade student at Murray
Middle School, performs for the audience gathered in
the library's meeting room. At right, a sign in front of
the main library proclaims the special day. Other activities at the library included quilt and antique shows
and bake sales.
Staff photos by David Tuck

SPECIAL BUY!
Classic Pump by Mary McFadden®
Orig. $60 in Fall & Winter Catalog

NOW '21.99

••••

Bright Blue, Burgandy,
Rust Kid and Off White
Sizes 5 to 10

Murray Fire Final exams start today;
Department graduation is Saturd
ay
answers calls
The Murray Fire Department
responded to two relatively
minor calls Sunday according to
department officials.
At 1:54 a.m. Sunday the
department sent a crew of six
firefighters, two engines and a
ladder truck to Hart Hall on the
Murray state University
campus.
Firemen found smoke in a kitchen on the fifth floor but the fire
had been extinguished by dorm
residents. It was reported that a
chair was found on the cooking
surface of a range in the kitchen.
Sunday about 3 p.m. MF'D
responded to a call at the Bernice Newell residence on
Woodlawn. Officials reported an
electrical short circuit in a cooking range. No damage was
reported at the home.
The firemen disconnecjed
power to the stove before leaving the scene. Two men and one
truck answered that call.

Ma.

Handling...
(Cont'd from page 1)
status of the accident.
"Frankly the way they've
handled it is an outrage," Regan
said on NBC's "Meet the
Press." "We think that with
over a third of the world's
415opulation directly affected by
this accident, they have a moral
obligation to tell the world what
is going on."

•••

Environmental Protection
Agency Administrator Lee
Thomas disputed the Kremlin
claim the West was inflating the
Issue and said Western scientists were receiving little data
from Soviet authorities.
"I don't think I would
characterize anything I have
seen as an overreaction," said
Thomas, who is also head of the
U.S. interagency task force
monitoring the disaster.

-r

"The information that we
have . gotten from the Soviet
Union ... (is) consistent with the
kinds of predictions that our experts have made, which leads
you to conclude that you 'have
the worst nuclear accident in
history has taken place,"
Thomas said on. the CBS program "Face the Nation.

Only 39.99
Your choice of women's jacket dresses.
Suit yourself in versatile 2-piece jacket dresses that take you from office days moonlit
to
nights with
ease. Designed to give you the quality and the fashion you deserve Choose from
coordinated
fashion colors. In easy-care polyester/rayon for women's sizes.

Secretary of State George
Shultz, interviewed from Tokyo
on ABC's "This Week With
David Brinkley," contrasted the
behavtoeof Soviet officials, who
have said little about accident,
with that of Polish authorities,
who broadcast warnings and
treated children with iodine to
protect against radiation
contamination.

4

Open:
Mon.-Sat.
9 to 9 p.m.
Sun.
12:30-5:30 p.m.

JCPenney
Prices Effective Thru Sun,

Terrorism...
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Office: 759-1400
Catalog 1-800-2224161

(C,ont'd from Page 1)
rorism. restrict travel by
diplomats assigned to those missions and deny entry to anyone
expelled from a member coun,
try on conviction for or suspicion
of terrorist acts

Final examinations for spring
semester classes at Murray
State University began today.
Dr. James L. Booth, vice
president for academic affairs,
said examthati9ns began at 8
a.m: and will continue through
Friday, May 9, for day and evening classes.
The examination schedule on
the campus leads up to the annual Honors Day Program at
3:30 p.m. Friday, May 9, in the
ballroom of the Curris Center
and the 63rd annual commencement at 10 a.m. Saturday, May

10, in Racer Arena.
A total of 1,461 graduates, including 464 from mid-year and
809 who have applied for degrees
this spring, will participate in
the commencement exericise.
Some from the 1985 summer
class will also be involved in the
formal cap-and-gown ceremony.

Two summer school terms of
five weeks each at Murray State
are scheduled June 2-July 2 and
July 8-Aug. 8.
Examinations for Saturday
classes were Saturday May 3.

MSU employees elect
Congress members
Staff members at Murray
State University elected
representatives to their Staff
Congress at the annual election
Friday. April 25.
Two at-large delegates and
representatives from four personnel categories were elected
to serve three-year terms.
Representing staff at-large
are Joe R. Dyer from Food Services and Donna Herndon from
Alumni Affairs. Marie Jones
from Printing Services and
Levicie Zambella from University Information Services were
elected from group A,
secretarial/clerical.
In group B, general staff,
Carolyn Bomar and James E.
Wyatt, both of Food Services,

were elected. Group D, executive/managerial/professional, elected Jim Baurer of
Campus Recreation and Randy
Wilson from Upward Bound as
its representatives.
Robert McCarthy from group
C, Physical Plant, will serve as
one representative for the
group. A tie vote between David
Mullinax and L.C. Winchester
was to be decided in a run-off
election Friday, May 2.
,(ore than 400 staff members
or 54 percent participated in the
election.
Murray State's Staff Congress
represents more than 700 staff
members and was organized in
1983 to act as an advocate of
staff concerns.

Spouse Abuse Center
receives $7,500 grant
A grant of $7,500 has been an/proved for use by the Murray
Spouse Abuse Center according
to officials of the local
organization.
The grant, provided by the
Chicago Resource Center, will
be used for day-to-day expenses
of the local operation according
to Pat Robinson, director of the
center. The Chicago Resource
Center is a private foundation
that provides funds for spouse
abuse centers throughout the
country, she said.
The local center has been
operating for two years, Robinson said, and its hotline is manned by volunteers 24 hours per
day. The spouse abuse center
hotline number is 759-4050.
The hotline received 466 calls
during 1985. Robinson said and
the center's "safe house" was
utilized by 28 women and 51
children during the year.
The local center operates on
what Robinson described as a
"bare-bones budget" and has 37
volunteer workers "who really
run the program," she said.
Robinson said the local safe
house is a tempo4ry place
where spot4ses subject to abuse
may find refuge for a short
period of time. Stays at the safe
house typically range from two
to three days up to a month, she

said.
The spouse abuse center is
currently seeking a facility that
can be used as a safe house. Persons willing to offer such a facility should contact one of the committee members by calling the
hotline number. Robinson said
the operation would be able to
pay a reasonable rent.
In addition to operating the
safe home and the hotline, the
local spouse abuse program provides in-service training for professionals in the community and
the local school systems. The
program has also published a
resource directory that lists
names, phone numbers and addresses of agencies that victims
can contact for various types of
aid and services.
Chairman of the .15-member
local board that operates the
Murray program is Gail Cornelison. Other board members include Cindy Ragsdale, Dr. Louis
Drake, Leslie Furches, Vicki
Jones, Joy Mills, Don Brock, Dr.
Rose Bogal-Allbritten, Connie
Bolts, Bonny Ashby, Gail Blalock, Greg Earwood, David Robinson, Marion O'Rourke and
Pat Stevens.
Anyone wishing to volunteer
services or make donations to
the center should call the hotnne
number, 759-4050
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Royko Says

By Mike*Royko

Insurance basics
Too often in times of crisis,
we come up with a solution
that often ends up creating
new problems. In addressing
the current insurance crisis,
as with most things, maybe
we ought to do a simple exercise in getting back to basics.

possibilities. You just couldn't
operate on a skinny, hope-forthe-best basis. So, insurance
companies Wad to build up the
cash reserves to cover the
"worst case," or not offer the
protection involved at all.
Now, for a generation, insurance companies have
In the beginning, there was maintained these large finanno such thing as insurance cial reserves, which swelled
protection. There was just with the period of high intergood luck and bad luck, and if est rates, no doubt, and could
your house burned or your fa- shrink with lower ones. Insurther died or you were in an ance Companies that meet the
accident, that was just tough governmental demand of
luck. After a while you could being prepared to meet all
sue if there was wrongdoing contingencies with adequate
in an accident, but usually reserves of cash were bound
that just meant that you to look "fat" to most of us
wiped out the other guy. You compared with other busididn't get rich at it and nei- nesses, and we got used to
ther did your lawyer. If a thinking of them as fat. We
business had bad luck in the tend to have forgotten what it
form of an accident, courts was like when they were
and juries would use great re- "thin" and figured their
straint because to do other- reserves close to the wire.
wise would ruin the business,
We take it for granted
wipe out a service and cost they're loaded and ready to
jobs.
pay any demand that is made
on
them; And we've often beYou couldn't sue the state,
come
unreasonable in making
the federal government or
deman
ds.
any arm of government like
Whether the companies are
the county, the park system.
"too
fat" is a very tough quesetc. It was illegal.
tion,
and only a Ralph Nader
Along came liability insurwould
jump in willy-nilly to
ance for any accidents with
read
the
figures that way.
your car or on your property
If
we
start
with the basics.
and in the operation of your
there
is
one
thing
we do know
business or profession. This
Too fat is better than not fat
viit' presumably an incredi- enough
where insurance cash
ble boon to security for all.
reserves are concerned.
Yet, at first, it wasn't.
When legislators consider
Nobody knew what would the presen
t crisis, it is to be
happen when he made his hoped
they don't go overguesses about how much board the
other way in the
money it would take to cover panic
and passions of the
unknown future events, and moment,
pushing insurance
far too little reserves when a compa
nies to charge less and
crisis came. Some went pay
more — and insisting
broke. Too often the average that
skinnier reserves are adguy didn't have the protection equate
for anything that may
he thought he had and for happen
.
which he had paid.
We hope they remember
Thus, government's first the basics.
Too much is better
concern with insurance com- than
too little where insurpanies was making sure they ance
financial integrity is
could deliver, to assure they concer
ned.
had enough cash reserves to
We've been there and we
cope with all sorts of future don't
need to go back.

Looking Back

He's got principle, but little in
Because what he did was so
stupid, Frank doesn't want his
real narn.e used. He's afraid that
his friends will laugh at him, and
he's probably right.
Frank is one of the growing
number of gullible people who
are now admitting that they
were fleeced for big money by
the LaRouchites.
Frank, 75, is a retired mining
executive. His story follows the
pattern of the others.
He was walking through -the
terminal at O'Hare International Airport when somebody at
a table said to him: "Mister, are
you intersted in nuclear energy?,
What do you think about our national defense?"
As Frank now realizes:
"They've always got something
to hook a person like me, a conservative Republican."
That's one of the ironies of the
LaRouchites' appeal to conservatives like Frank.
Because of their devotion to
conservative causes, people
Like Frank wind up turning
their savings over to Lyndon
LaRouche. one of the last big
fans of Joe Stalin.
That's right. As recently as
the 1970s, LaRouche was writing
articles in which he said that
Stalin was getting a bum rap
from historians. Joe wasn't really that bad a guy.
LaRouche wrote: "The first
class of these falsehoods
blames) Stalin entirely for horrors which were often chiefly the
work of Anglo-American
agencies."
And he said about one of the
great monsters of history:
"After the ,mythology is peeled
away, Stalin is better seen as a
tragic figure in the
Shakespearean sense..."
Tell that to the people who
croaked in Siberia.
Anyway, the LaRouchites
found a perfect patsy in Frank.
He's divorced, lives alone in a
small Illinois town, and genuinely believes that the world is going to the bow-wows.
So when he signed up for a
LaRouche magazine, and
started getting follow-up phone
calls from a persuasive young
woman who told him that his
help was desperately needed to
save the world, the geezer felt
flattered.
And the loans began.
"First I gave them $2,000.
Then it was $5,000 and $10,020.
They were always calling up in a
big sweat, saying there was
some kind of big crisis in South

America or whatever, or that
they had to destroy the dope
pushers or the International
Monetary Fund or whatever.
"Over two years, I must have
made abut 10 loans altogether.
Some were payable in six months,_ some one_ year. some two
years. '
"When -I add it up, It's about
$50,000. They were supposed to
pay about 12 or 13 percent interest, depending on what the
rates were at the time.
"But so far, all I've received
in interest is about $1,000 and
nothing on the loans
themselves."
There was more, though. They
also played games with Frank's
credit cards.
"They called me once and said
they needed my credit card
number. It was another crisis.
They said they had to get plane
tickets for their people and that
they'd charge them to me and
pay me back later.
"They wound up charging
about $4,600 to my cards, and
paying me back about $400.

"When I'd call them in
Chicago and
!(1-1not ,,orribursing me, they'd say: 'We're a little short. We'll make it up in a
few months."
Why did Frank keep dishing
out the money.?
"Because I'm_ stupid, I guess.
There was always something,
some crisis, people in foreign
lands who had to be bailed out,
some conspiracy starting up,
some threat to America."
But Frank did experience
something unusual. He got to actually see the Great Goof in
person
"I went to a meeting of theirs
in Reston. Va., and LaRouche
was the main speaker. It was a
two-day deal with a lot of people
there. It was a lot of double-talk
and a lot of misguided souls like
me. LaRouche yammered about
how we have to get more German culture in this country.
He's big on German culture."
So eventually a light went off
in Frank's graying head. He
knew he had been had.

I know how you working women feel ...I've balanced
a career and being a husband and father -For years now:.

Capitol Ideas
Ten years ago
Evelyn D. Jones was the recipient of the Annette Schmidt Art
Scholarship for the 1976-77
school year. The scholarship
was presented by Dee Ann
Umar representing
the
Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees were recognized as the
Most Improved Chapter and the
Best Chapter at a regional
Jaycee meeting in Madisonville.
Murray High School student
council officers for the coming
year were announced as Jan
Outland, president. Janie
Flora, vice president, Leeanna
Dick, secretary and Tress
Brewer, treasurer.
Twenty years ago
Births announced include a
boy, Rodney Lee to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth L. Lamb born April 30;
a boy, Michael Allen to Mr. and
Mrs. John McNeely, April 29; a
daughter. LeeAnn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Thomas Rushing,
April 29; a daughter, Cynthia

Lee, born to Mr. and Mrs. Jacky
Hughes May 2; and a son,
Rodney Scott, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Mac Key born April 29.
Col. Thomas E. Brown of Lynnhurst Resort was re-elected
president of the Kentucky Lake
Vacation Land Association for
the fifth consecutive year.
Murray Cablevision
celebrated its first anniversary
In Murray by offering installations for only $2.
Thirty years ago
A new electronic microwave
oven was demonstrated to the
Murray Rotary Club by
representatives of Tappan. The
Rotarians expressed amazement at the speed of cooking of
the revolutionary oven.
Mrs. Alice Steely was chosen
Master Homemaker for
Calloway County.
•
Debora Faye was the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Miller Dodd for their daughter
born April 23. John Dale II was
the name picked by Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Powders for their son
born April 26.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Walter Baker, the former
legislator from Glasgow, says
he is giving "fairly serious" consideration to putting his law
practice aside and running for
lieutenant governor in 1987.
"I'm testing the waters and
talking to people," Baker, a
highly respected Republican,
said last week.
Why is that noteworthy?
Because of timing. It's still
1986 and Baker. you must
remember, is a Republican.
A host of Democrats aspiring
to succeed Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear are, of course, off and.
running already.
Their campaign committees
have been raising money for
months. The first crop of
billboards has sprouted. If
Baker was a Democrat, he
would have been left at the starting gate.
But Republicans tend to lie
back, presenting a slate of candidates in tthe nick of time for
the primary amid breathless
predictions of a voter uprising
that will sweep the Democratic
rascals out.
That scenario brought predictably disastrous results in 1983,
when GOP leaders persuaded
Jim Bunning to announce for
governor at the last minute. The
effort was doomed against a
Democratic machiti* already in
high gear with a hotly contested
primary, but it at least gave
Republican voters an alternative to the usual suspects —
the gadflies who run for
something every year.
There were a few exceptions,
hut as a group, members of the
Bunning slate never completely
dispelled the impression that
they had been talked into it.
Baker is no gadfly. He
represented Barren and
neighboring counties in the 9th

"Earlier this year, I start,
raise hell. I wrote them
letters demanding im
payment. Heck. I have to
ex-wife is .after me for in
. I
owe her.
"This bird Ron Bettap
me and you know wat
He tells me my language
temperate. Imagine
They're stiffing me on $511.01H .
loans, and he doesn't
language."
Bettag works closely 1
Chicago with Janice Hart
Mark Fairchild, the I
LaRouchite candidates v, ho
causing Adlai Stevenson
prematkurely.
"So I'm going to sue tiler.
don't know what else I can (I., II
I keep talking to them on me
phone. I'll still be talkine w!'• r.
the undertaker takes me ;l
'But don't use niy name IT
my ex-wife knows what 1
(
she'll probably try to prove 1 ,
I'm not mentally competent
"And when I think a hut
that money, maybe she ti
right."

By Charles Wolfe
Senate District, then went to
work for the Reagan administration at the Pentagon.
He says he is attracted to the
campaign for lieutenant governor, an office the outnumbered
GOP hasn't won in living
memory, because of the formidableness of the party's most
active gubernatorial hopeful,'
Larry Forgy.
"I think those who are interested in running recognize
that 1987 will most likely be a
year that's very good for
Republican statewide candidates in Kentucky." Baker
said.
State Rep. Richard Turner.
the HAuse minority floor leader
from Tompkinsville, says Baker
"would make an excellent
candidate."
"Walter's a very capable person — probably knew as much
about the state budget as the
people who we're writing it."
Turner said.
But he suggests an ulterior
motive for Baker, as well
•'Walter wants to go back to
the Senate ( in 1988 i This does
enhance his 'chances
tnd

makes him a more respectable
senatorial candidate," Turner
said.
"Walter is not a novice and
I'm sure he's looking at that."
But Turner confesses that he,
too, is at least tempted to run for
lieutenant governor and he cites
the same reason: Forgy's
strength
There is Forgy's entree at the
White House — he has chaired
both of President Reagan's Kentucky campaigns and is likely to
get some big bucks from national GOP coffers — and his
background in coal, burley.
higher education and the
prestigious Wyatt Tarrant and
Combs law firm.
"The man is a natural."
Turner said "Put all this
together and you've got a guy
that's tough. We believe we have
an excellent chance to win this
election."
But that's what they said in
1979. when former Gov. Louie
Nunn came out of political
retirement to try it again, and in
1983 with Bunning. And Turner.
as the nominee for agriculture
commissioner on Bunning's

slate, helped lead the chorus
How much of the talk is toe
fidence this year? How much bravado?
———
In his tailored, gray businesuit, he is the picture of intern:
tional corporate success.
But in Kentucky. Shoichir,
Toyoddi is also a celebrity. s,
dozens of people at the Gover
nor's Derby Breakfast driftec
over td gawk at the man 'w ho
bringing the Toyota asstonm%
plant to Scott County
There was a crowd ;i.roun,!
him, including iiite Conmieri
Cabinet officials V4. ho seen
always to be hovering nearh
and a number of other Japanese
Not all were connected wi!'
Toyota Motor Cori, . however
One was Jun Suzuki. gener:
manager of a Ftstachi Cori,
plant in Japan lb, ‘k as her,
because Hitachi Iis h3s a nix,t
in Harrodsburg
Suzuki said he. too felt like .;
celebrity. He also said he Nk
"very excited about 1:eliing ii
invitation to the
Derby."

•••••••••••

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH
Every Monday thru Friday at 11 a.m.
1 Meat 3 Vegetables

300

Choose from 3 Meats & 6 Vegetables
$
Cornbread & Hot Rolls Are Also Included

Also Serving Our Bountiful Salad Bar Plus Our Famous Fish &
Seafood Dinners In Special Luncheon Portions
Starting At

*2"

Open 11 am. Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m. Sat.

ellen *tag

Sq

•
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MURRAY TODAY
Ladies golf planned at Murray club
Ladies day golf will be
played Wednesday, May
7, at 9 a.m. with a
shotgun tee of at the
club.
Billie Cohoon will be
the hostess. Persons not
listed, but desiring to
play or those unable- to
play are asked to call
Mrs. Cohoon.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee IA — Jeriene
Sullivan, Veneta Sexton,
Inus Orr and Evelyn'
trines
Tee 1B — Madelyn
Lamb, Jane Fitch, Betty Stewart and. Marge
Coley.
Tee -2 — Geneueive
Logel. Pam Mavity.
Dianne Villanova and
Frances Hulse. ,
Tee 3A — Virginia
Schwettman, Ethelene

McCallon, Dorothy Fike
and Sue Brown.•
Tee 3B — Billie
Cohoon, Nalda Murphy,
Peggy Shoemaker and
Rowena Cullom.
Tee 4 — Nancy Fandrich. Anna Mary
Adams. Carole Edwards and Cathryn
Garrott.
Tee SA — Lula
Bingham. Edith Garrison, Martha Sue Ryan
and Nancy Haverstock.
Tee 5B — Molly
Booth Rainey Apperson, Lois Keller and Betty Scott.
• Tee 6 — Norma
Frank. Sue Costello.
Della Miller and Patty
Claypool.
Tee 7 — Becky Wilson,
Debbie Fike. Louise
Lamb and Margaret
Shuffett

Tee 8 — Chris
Graham, Euldene
Robinson. Frances
Richey and Tonja Fike.
Tee 9 — Elizabeth
Slusmeyer. Mary
Bazzell, Betty Schwartz
and Marion Poole.
Winners from play on
April 30 were as follows:
Championship flight
— Jeriene Sullivan.
medalist, and Mary
Bogard. runner-up.

.14)

Miirray Ledger & Times

editor

Wood and Joiies wedding planned

First flight —
Genevieve Logel. first,
Margaret Shuffett and
Ethelene McCallon. tied
for second.

Don Jones of Murray
and Jan Wood of BirmSecond flight — ingham-, Ala., announce
Madelyn Lamb, first, their engagement and
Lula Bingharn, second.
approaching marriage.
The vows will be
Third flight — Della
solemnized on SaturMiller, (irst. Rowena
day, Jume 7, at 11 a.m.
Cullom, second.
at First Christian
Overall low putts —
bhurch, Murray.
Margaret Shuffett.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the ceremony
and the reception.
Only out-of-town inSPRINGFIELD, Neb7 syndicate that
vitations
will be sent.
Springfield- distributes the cartoon
( AP)
Parents of the couple
Platteview High to use Student-drawn art
are Mr. and Mrs. EdSchool's yearbook will of Garfield for the yearward Jones of Rt. 1.
feattire original artwork book, but as the
Almo, and Mr. and Mrs.
of the chubby, cynical publishing deadline got
Raymond Mooney of
cartoon cat Garfield on near, he was told the
Dix;Ill.
its cover, says a yearbook couldn't use
spokeswoman for the the character.
character's creator,
Broderick said TuesJim Davis.
day he decided to plead
Kevin Broderick. the the case with Davis.
school's yearbook adKim Campbell, Davis'
viser, had received in- secretary, said although
itial approval from the the student-drawn art
was cute, it wasn't up to
specifications. She said
she told Broderick the
company would improve the concept and
send the school a piece
of original art.
and
"Unfortunately, we
•
had to bill them for it,"
the green door
she said. -It would have
Dixieland Center
been nice to give it
away, but we give a lot
New
to charities. We felt they
Additions
By Abigail Van Buren
were a client and we
must
treat
them
as
1. Laurel Burch
DEAR READERS: First I re- but I have been informed (unofOPERATION DEAR ABBY
such."
ceived this letter on Jan. 10, ficially) that your mail is delic/o
RM3 CLARK STEPHENS
T-Shirts—Jewelry
The school paid $230 1986:
vered 14 helicopter, and the
OC/OPS DIVISION
for the art. Broderick
U.S. Navy may frown on hanUSS RIDDLE CG-34
2. Placemats & 6
said.
DEAR ABBY: My name is Clark dling the large volume of mail
FPO NEW YORK 09565-1157
Napkins
Stephens. I'm 20, from Woodstock, you'd probably get were Ito ask
P.S. These U.S. males are mail
Ga., and am now serving in the U.S. my readers to cheer up a lot of hungry! Anchors aweigh!
3. New Towel Colors
Navy aboard a guided missile lonely U.S. Navy men.
cruiser.
However, if you can get clearYou recently printed a letter from ance from your commanding
4. Birchwood Balls
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 19-year-old
a U.S. Marine stationed on Okin- officer, I'll include you in Opermale. (I'll be 20 in October.) The
awa. He said he and his buddies ation Dear Abby.
5. Macedonia Soap
month before I turned 18, I should
were lonely and wanted some mail.
CHALLIS,Idaho(AP) You put out the
have gone down to my local post
Finally, on March 3, 1986:
word in your
— A judge is standing column, calling it "Operation Dear
office and registered for the draft,
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
firm in his decision that Abby," and that island was blitzed
From: Commanding Officer, USS but I didn't. I totally forgot. It's not
that I was afraid to register, I just
singer Carole King with more than 30,000 letters! Can RIDDLE(CG34)
Sorensen's road on her you do the same for us? We are at
To: "DEAR ABBY," PO. BOX plumb forgot, and that's the God's
honest truth.
ranch in the Sawtooth sea for months at a time and we 38923, HOLLYWOOD,CA 90038
A few weeks ago. I saw a public
really get lonesome. In this part of
Subj: "DEAR ABBY" LETTER,
Mountains is private.
service message on TV that said it
Seventh District the world, even.if we were to stop at dated Feb. 12, 1986
ReEfa) Yourfetter, dated Feb. 12, is illegal not to sign up.
Judge Arnold Beebe the ports, it wouldn't do us much
My question is, Will I get into
recently denied a mo- good because A guy could get 1986
trouble with the law if I go down to
arrested
for
just
End:
(1)
looking
at
a
woman
Photocopy
of
your
letter,
tion to reconsider his
the post office and sign up now? I
dated Feb. 12, 1986
decision issued in Oc- in more than a casual way.
Abby, my shipmates and I would (2) "Dear Abby"--letter from RM3 live in Massachusetts.
tober. The motion was
WORRIED BUT NOT AFRAID
appreciate it if you would ask the Clark Stephens
filed by two neighbors of folks back home
to write to us. We 1. In accordance with Reference (a),
DEAR WORRIED: Go to your
Ms. Sorensen and her get a lot of satisfaction from doing
Enclosure (2)' is authorized for Selective Service office and
husb.and, Rick our jobs well, but mail from your
explain your problem to them.
Sorensen, through readers would be the icing on the publication. Wry respectfully,
R.B. AMIRAULT, You may be penalized. (The
whose ranch the road cake. Thank you. Sincerely,
By direction severity of the penalty will
passes.
RM3 CLARK STEPHENS
depend upon the circumstanBeebe said he denied
THE NO. 1 LEES DEALER IN WEST TN.!
ces.) Go now — on the double —
My reply, Feb. 12, 1986:
DEAR
READERS:
The
above
motion because an apbecause the penalty will be
means
that
anyone
who
wants
peal of the issue would
DEAR CLARK:I would like to to correspond with a U.S. Navy stiffer if they find you before
unnecessarily delay a help you and your shipmates,
you find them.
man should address letters to:
lawsuit filed by Custer
503 E. Washington St.
County challenging an
easement scheduled to
642-2681 or 642-4179
Paris, TN
be heard in June.
The county wants to
have the road declared
public
The women of the Brewer, Grace James, Darnell
count track determining
Oaks Country Club will Ada Roberts and MarTee 7 — Bronda the winning team complay golf on Wednesday, tha Broach.
715.11:10
Parker, Erma Tuck, posed of Doris Rose,
May 7, at 9:30 a.m. at
Tee 2 — Sue Wells. Lee Christenberry and Mable Rogers, Florence
Richard Pryor In
the club.
Mable Rogers, Laura Shirley Wade.
Hensley and Irene
JO JO DANCER (R)
A shot gun tee off will Parker and Doris Rose.
Tee 9 — Mary Mon- Woods.
Your Me Is Coiling
start the play, accorTee 3 — Hazel Beale, tgomery, Marge Hitz,
Third place team —
ding to Sue Wells, Florence Hensley, Mary Linda Oliver and Linda Sue Wells, Mary Mon753-3671. hostess.
Wells and Jane Barnett. Roach.
tgomery. Jane Barnett,
The lineup is as
Tee 5 — Irene Woods,
Winners of play on Marge Hitz and Shirley
follows:
Mary C. Lamb, Maxine Wednesday, April 30. Wade.
Tee 1 — Burlene Pranger arid Lou have been released as
Fourth place team —
_
follows:
Lou Darnell, Irma
Its about
Fierst place team — Tuck. Sallyanne,
falling in love... [r..
Burlene Brewer, Mar- Sawyer, Linda Olivet
tha Barnett, Hazel and Martha Broach.
control center 753-3314
Fifth place team — Beale and Mary C.
ID Card
Grace James, Bronda
Lamb.
A tie for second place Parker, Ada Roberts
3
consisting of photograph, fingerprints,
Bel-Ak Shopping Center
753-5242
team was noted with a and Mary Wells.

High school yearbook will
feature cartoon character

Annual

SALE

.Jan Wood and Don _Jones

,Operation Dear Abby
,Now Covers Both
Land and Sea

Donna's Needlework
The
Panhandler
Lots of
.
Special Bargains
One Week Only
Starting May 6

Judge says
ranch road
is private

Southside Court Square
Murray

LEES CARPETS
SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS

30 QUALITIES -- 750 COLORS

MORGAN FURNITURE

Oaks Club women plan for golf play

Child ID Photo
KEEP
A LIVING RECORD
OF YOUR CHILD

FREE

CINE 1&2
11111131351:11112231111

LUCAS

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

r•

CHERI

& description of your child.

Saturday, May 10th
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Judd Nelson and
Ally Sheedy in

Alterations & Summer Storage
:2Each
00
Coats, Dresses, Suits

GM CITY IN

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters & Sport Coats

-53

IMMO
Central High

0

7:111.11,W

ehasiOnsit st 711111-3314

I HOUll PHOTO MI/ELOPING
Olympic Plet• Mv•risy
y 7110 P347
OPIN MON THRU SAT
AUto5PM
roofer Mull. MO and Paraiukt AR

NEW ARRIVALS
Invasion U.S.A.
Witness•Commendo
Once eitten•Howling II

the parade of more than
100 children in her sixth
grade class at Bald
Eagle

Elementary

5u6annes Framing Sale

25%

3-3314

off on the 10 most
preferred frames
Unlimited Quantities

Mon., May 5th thru Sat., May 10th
Store Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 10-4

Sat. 10-12

FINE ARTS & CUSTOM FRAMING

Mee-Sei. II e....10
Seca Nelideysl

elemilasil se.
•

Mandie Greenaway.
7, won the Easter bonnet
parade at her school in
Wingate, Pa.
She took first place in

Trained as i team.

• BAND
of ths HAND E

Spap,Shot
Photo

Each

tiOLCHE HAWN

,niahtmonli wan
Ho

*We do film processing in 1 hour.

* 1 00

Prices good thru 05-10-56

7111,1118

Greenaway nariled winner

100 South 13th St.

Hslion Carlin, Manager

753-5819

?Unclip Greenaway
School. The children
made Easter hats and
displayed them during
the parade.
Parents were invited
to the annual festivities.
Mandie is the greatgranddaughter of Jake
and Frances Kirkland
and Is a_ great-niece of
Mrs. Martha Oliver. all
of Hazel,.

;.;
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June wedding planned by couple
Stanley Dick and Mrs.
Carol Ordiway announce the approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Lisa Renee,
to Frankie Joe Rogers,
son of Joe Rogers of
Mayfield and Mrs. Joan
Vidmer of Murray.
The bride-elect is a
1982 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. She now is
employed at Campus
Coffee ShOp.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He is employed
with Jack Wallis Stained Glass and Doors.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday. June 21, at 12:30
p.m. A pool side
ceremony will be held at
the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Hudgins.
A reception will follow
the ceremony at the
University Branch of
the Bank of Murray. *,
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. No invitations
will be sent.

Monday. May 5
Executive Board of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m.
at club house.
- — — —
Kentucky Barkley
Bass 'n Girls are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Golden Corral
Restaurant.
— — — —
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
— — — —
The Murray Lodge 105
F&ANI will meet for a
. potluck meal at 6 p.m.
at the lodge hall. Degree
work will begin at 7:30
—
Dog auditions for
"Annie" will begin at 6
p.m. Two dogs are needed and Playhouse in the
Park will provide training and dog treats.
— — — —
Lott ie Moon Missionary Circle will meet
at Pauline McCoy's at 7
p.m.
— — — —
A selection of
photographs and related
works by master of arts
caadidate Robb Nash
will be on display in the
Curris Center Gallery at
Murray State University.No admission
charge.
— — — —
Final exams begin at
Murray State
University.
— — — —
Cordelia Erwin Circle
of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
church.
— ———
Vacation Bible School
Clinic for all Baptist
churches in Calloway
County will be from 7 to
9:30 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
——— —
Tuesday, May 6
Kappa Department
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Hong Kong Restaurant.
— —— —
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
— —— —
First Baptist Church
— — —

Christopher Wood born

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have ladies' night out on Tuesday, May 6, at
6:30 p.m. at Hong Kong Restaurant, Highway 641
North. New officers and new members will be installed. Hostesses will be Janis Hicks. Renee
Miller and Janet Fitch.

Bill and Delores Woods of Grayson are the
parents of a son, Christopher Raymond, born
Saturday, May 3, at 4:16 a.m. at Cabell Hospital,
Huntington, W.Va. Mrs. Woods is the former
Delores Honchul of Murray. Grandparents are
Mr and Mrs. Delbert Honchul of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Woods of Grayson.

Free tests Tuesday
Free blood pressure tests will be given Tuesday, May 6, from noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
South 15th Streets. This is a special service of the
church, a spokesman said.

School clinic is tonight
A Vacation Bible School Clinic will be held
tonight (Monday) from 7 to 9:30 p.m. at Grace
Baptist Church; South Ninth Street Extended,
Murray. This is for all Bible school workers of
Baptist churches in Calloway County.

Circle plans meeting
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church Women will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the church.
Ruth Hill and Dorothy Cooper will be the leaders
for the program. Katherine Rickman and Lurine
Cooper will be hostesses.

Lisa Renee Dick and
FrankieJoe Rogers will marry •

Tuesday, May 6
WMU will have its
general meeting at 9:30
a.m. at church.
————
Groups of First Baptist Church WMU will
meet as follows:
Dorothy with Jo Oakley
at 11 a.m.; Kathleen
Jones with Lucille Thurman at 2 p.m.; and Bea
Walker with Nettie Bennett at 6:30 p.m.
————
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 6 p.m. at club house.
————
Group II of First
Christian Church CWF
will meet at 2 p.m. at
church.
— ———
Special program on
earthquake awareness,
hazardous waste and
cancer will be presented
at 1 p.m. at Parish
Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
————
Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
—— ——
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
—— ——
Jackson Purchase
Doll Club is scheduled to
meet at noon at Sirloin
Stockade. )
————
First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at
11:30 a.m. at church.
————
Murray Moose Lodge
will have a business
meeting at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
— —— —
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

Tuesday, May 6
Multi-Age Preschool
Program will host a spring open-house at 7 p.m.
at Early** Chldhood
Center, North 16th
Street, Murray State
University.
— ———
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; and from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis
,‘Center.
————
Mothers' Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
Wedne-sday, May 7
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
— ———
Ladies day golf with
Billie Cohoon as hostess
will start with a shot gun
tee off at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club.
— ———
_Ladies day golf with
Sue Wells as hostess will
start with a shot gun tee
off at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks
Country Club. Mary
Montgomery will be
hostess for bridge at
9:30 a.m.
— — ——
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
—— ——
Bible Study Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in
parlor of First Baptist
Church.

Water park
What is billed as the
world's largest water
recreational park —
with some 35 waterrelated attractions — is
situated on a 60-acre site
in Kansas City, Mo.

As of February 1, 1986

NEW LOCATION

MPS. Herndon visits

The British protectorate over Egypt ended
in 1922.

753-0020

Mrs. James (Liz) Herndon has returned from
a three-week visit in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
with
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs.
Richard Azwell and family and her granddaughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. John Arthur George.

Erin C. Smith selected
Erin C. Smith of Murray is one of 13 Murray
State University coeds who have ben selected for
the university's 1986-87 pom pun squad. The
squad provides pre-game and half-time entertainment at Lady Racer and Racer home basketball games. A sophoniore computer science major. Miss Smith will`be a second-year member of
the squad during the 1986-87 basketball season.
The daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Wayne 0. Smith of
Route 7, she is a member of the Association for
Computing Machinery and a little sister for
Sigma Chi social fraternity. Pom pun squad
members were selected by a four-judge panel on
the basis of dance and gymnastic ability, enthusiasm and personal interviews. Cathee
Caines, an admissions counselor at the universty, is the group's adviser.

Twin boys are born
Mr. and Mrs. David Kilcoyne, Birmingham,
Ala., announce the birth of twin boys, John David
and Michael Thomas born April 29 at St.
Vincents Hospital in Birmingham. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Kilcoyne', Fancy Farm,
and Mrs. Etoyle Ryan and the late Ed Ryan
of
Dalton, Ala.

CPR class planned

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Try not to be pushy with higherups today. Put ego aside and concentrate on higher mind pursuits. Begin
making summer plans.
TAURUS
(Apr. 26 to May 20)
A close tie's outspokenness can
disturb your equilibriuin. You need a
fresh perspective on many things and
some peace and quiet now will aid
you in that quest.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
fitt
There may be some agitation with a
friend today. A romantic interest
serves as an intermediary between
you and those who may get on your.
nerves.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Olk
Some competition may be felt in
business, but you have a wealth of
new ideas or projects that will keep
you happily on the go.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
A co-worker's idiosyncrasies could
get to you a bit now, but you'll have a
pleasant time unwinding later with
someone dear to your heart.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Don't be impatient with a child and
you also need to watch rashness in
spending. You'll be doing some
streamlining of office space at home.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
No need for arguments at home
before noon. Go along with a part-

su

.̀V-,),.•

FOR TUESDAY, MAY 6, 1986
ner's new ideas,even though you may
not, be as enthusiastic. Give encouragement.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
In your rush to get things done,
don't overlook details on the job.
Some receive new assignments now.
Be willing to try innovative methods
of procedure.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You're right to try something new
in the way of entertainment today,
but you're wrong to spend too much
money in the process. Foster a child's
independence.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll need peace and harmony at
home base now and you're the one
who could disrupt things by being_too
bossy. Give others room to grow.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Though one friend seems to understand, it's not the best time for getting
ideas across. Socialize without raising controversial issues.
PISCES
War
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
.able
Edginess could lead to conflicts
with friends about little things. A
career plan is worth pursuing, but
remember Rome wasn't built in a day.

A Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation recertification class will be held May 10 at 9 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Anyone
interested in the class should call the Calloway
County chapter of the American Red Cross on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at (502) 753-1421.

74,-,1*
.ret40
Amm
otrelatoo,
14)
, Low rates

•

make State Farm
homeowners
N
insurance a good buy.
p.

Our service makes it even better
'Call me Jane

Rogers

A

753-9627
201 S. 6th
ST•11 1••••

Like a
good ne.g.tho,
State Farm
Is there

s•AVI FAIRY
o•sae

Crono•n•
MOM* 011h.•
•
-

191•••••••von 1••••••
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4

AtbC
t
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YOU BORN TODAY work well with
groups and often assume the position
of inspirational leader. You have
humanitarian instincts and may
become involved in civic improvement or some other cause.

COltert101.1
OF
White/Bras
Trundle Beds
OPEN
Fit CI 'It I PM.
SUMAY 1 PA. to 5 PM.

Solid
tress
knobs

MOTHER'S DAY SALE
MONDAY-SATURDAY
MAY 5-10
Ladies Top Quality

BLAZERS
Reg. $41.50
Also available $9.00 Off the reg. price of all
other ladies' top quality blazers.

1210 Johnson Blvd.
7:00-12:30, 2:30- 5:30 M-F
10:00-Noon, Sat.
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Kappas plan meeting
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SORRY. NO RAINCHECKS

Wholesale Stores Inc.

DIET
CENTER

2

On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water St.
Mayfield, Kentucky—Phone 247-2757
Store Hours:
Monday-Friday 10 a m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Brass Headboards it Beds
20% S00% Eng%

Selection One Hack of Jeans
of Handbags
IA Prier

La I"'
(1

Mother's
Day

Off
one

ILIA Ill 1,1/ ( 1.1111)01'11e

50%

Off

20%-50% All Clothing
kil China. Crystal and
Siker Holloware
20% to 50%

Off

kll

'
jo'N%
I Ill

0 eft•
C e9
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Here is a chronological list of primary elections and top-of-the-ticket races in each state.
There are 34 U.S. Senate seats at stake in the
Nov. 4 general election, 38 governor's seats and,
of course, all 435 U.S. House seats.
Unless otherwise noted, the incumbents are
seeking re-election or expected tc• do so.
Illinois Sen
renominated

GRAND PRIZE
1986 LINCOLN
TOWN CAR

HOW TO

SWEEPSTAKES!
AIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL
)
CAR CARE
WAL-MART
'S
ENTER

held
Random drawing will be
winner need
one entry per person.
The
stores
TV.
Color
Wal-Mart
Is a 13" RCA
necessary. Enter at local
each store: store prizethe Wal-Mart Gcneral Office. A drawing
No purchase
at 9:00 P.M.In
June
to
sent
be
will
winners
Saturday night, May 31,1986
will be notified onallowed.
The names of localnamesfor the Grand Prize. The winner
prize Is
of
substitution
not be present to win.
those
for cash. No
14,1986fromtransferable
thereof. Winners must sign•
or redeemable
will be held on JunePrizes
affiliates or families
are not
their
or
Wal-Mart
on prizes are the
taxes
16th by telephone.
of
federal,state and localand license fees. All entries
open to employees
applicable
The contest is not
All
final.
eligibility and release.
all registration
an affidavit of the winner. The winner is responsible for be returned. Results of drawing will be
not
responsiby of
will
and
Inc.
Stores,
Wal-Mart
become the property of

Will Be Given AwayToday.
TV
Color
RCA
A 13"
Wal-Mart! Hurry, Enter
Local
Your
At

Havoline
Supreme
10W-40

IMeSPeCia
Mail-in
Mfr. Rebate
Buy 5 Cans
Receive 1.25
Come TO The
Store For Details

1 U S QJ
I

Prestone AntiFreeze
Reg. 4.64

IE

Wal-Mart
Antifreeze/Summer
Coolant
Reg. 3.26

Alan J

Marcie la
Dixon Gov James R

Thompson

I Both

May 3
Texas. Gov. Mark White. no Senate race.
May 6
Indiana Sen. Danforth Quayle, no governor race
North Carolina: Sen. John East, not seeking re-election. no governor
race
Ohio Sen John Glenn Jr . Gov Richard F Celeste
May 13
Nebraska No Senate race. Gov. BoCKerrey. not seeking re-election
Wert Virginia' No Senate or governor race
May SI
Oregon Sen. Robert Packwood, Gov Victor Atlyeh. barred from third
term.
Perutsylvarita. Sen. Arlen Specter: Gov Richard Thornburgh. barred
from third term.
May 37
Arkansas: Sen. Dale L Bumpers, Gov. Bill Clinton.
Idaho: Sen. Steven D Symms, Gov. John Evans. running for Senate
Kentucky. Sen Wendell H. Ford i h_jrmverrior 1111.Ce•
_
_
Jaw 3
Alabama - Sen. Jeremiah A Denton Jr : Gov George C Wallace. not
seeking re-election.
California. Sen. Alan M. Cranston, Gov. George Deukmejian.
Iowa: Sen. Charles E Grasaley. Gov. Terry Branstad
Mississippi' No Senate or governor race
Montana: No Senate or governor race.
f New Jersey: No Senate or governor race
New Mexico: No Senate race; Gov. Toney Anaya. barred from succeeding himself
South Dakota: Sen. James Abdnor: Gov Bill Jartklow, barred from
third term, running for Senate.
Jaw IS
Maine - No Senate race; Gov Joseph E Brennan. barred from third
term, running for House.
North Dakota' Sen. Mark Andrews: No governor race
South Carolina Sen. Ernest Hollings: Gov_ Richard Riley. barred from

Computer classes for educators offered
Two computer science
courses designed for
educators will be offered during the summer session at Murray
State University.

solving educational
problems.
CSC 581, Educational
Programming
Languages, will be offered from 10:30 a.m. to
12:40 p.m. Mondays,
CSC 580, Introduction Tuesdays,
Thursdays,
to Computers in Educa- and
Fridays. July 8
tion, will meet from through
Aug. 8. CSC 580
10:30 a.m. to 12:40 p.m.
is a prerequisite for the
Mondays, Tuesday, class.
Thursdays and Fridays,
The course will inJune 2 through July 2.
clude a survey of
The class will cover languages used in
basic programming education. Special
concepts for education languages for
professionals, including computer-assisted inan introduction to the struction and for use
BASIC language with with young children will
special emphasis on be introduced.

Department of Computer Studies faculty
Dr. Marlene L. Campbell, assistant professor, and Dr. Tim
Grady, associate professor, will teach the
courses.
Ms. Campbell has
teaching and supervision certification for
public school instruction, classroom experience and worked as
a consultant with the
state Department of
Education.
Grady is the author of
"Computers in Curriculum and Instruction," a handbook for

The Adult Learning
Center at Murray State
University will sponsor
an open house from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday,
May 9, in honor of its 198.5
GED graduates.
The event is open to
the public. Past GED
graduates, current and

25° below zero Reg. 974 Sole 834

former students and
Learning
Center
employees and friends of
adult basic education are
encouraged to attend.
The center, located in
Room 206 in Stewart
Stadium on the campus,
opened Sept. 4, 1974,
staffed by director

SPECIAL:
Lg. Bar-B-Q
Sandwich
and French Fries

Plus
$1
Mfr, Mail-In
Rebate

$ 1 99

Chuck Guthrie and
secretary
Mildred
Nichols. The facility
served 152 people its first
year.
More than 3,000 more
students have used the
center since 1974, 200 of
them this year. Guthrie
continues to serve as

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Special good May 2-8
Low Price
Every Day

Turtle Wax
Chrome Polish
•
•Exce.ent
to, an chrome
surface

barge Rectangular
Reg. 7.94 Or Round Reg. 15.43-16.94

Small Rectangb ,

Or
Reg.
4.96
Armor All Protectant
•16 Ounces •Adjustabie
trigger sprayer
Retie* Looted To Aar s
Stipulahorrs

Round

753-0045

General Electric' Halogen Headlights
•Direct replacement for standard headlights 'No special
wiring needed •Easy installation
Rebore Limited To 1,41r s Stipulatrons
Simoniz II'
Paste Wax
•14 Ounces •Hign gloss
shine long lasting
detergent resistant
•No AS-968

Fix-A-Flat
•12 Ounces
•Acts as a
spare tire

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

SALE•SALE•SALE•SALE

96.

Co.? OW,
W. i.e.,.

ReNeri

Looted T.

Se,

Shtaticios

•4,
,„ortecl

NW^ Pane .0%.• .0111111,11,

WATER
EATER

Spring Closeout
on All Heaters

Dries & Oeans Woolf Few`

Replacas Chamois!

Gas Grills
Starting At

All
Maytag
Appliances
30% OFF
44 Spoke Wks
Wheal Covers
•13 1 4 or 15 Inch sizes
*Bright chrome plating

3Reg. 3.94
$
Chsonskin
O2 5 Square feet
•Synthetic chamois
•No 10-364i

WAL-MART'S
ADVENTIUD
MISCHANOISIE
ROUCT—N a au iresneon io 11.111 114/Ify WeeniestSW
se stock However .1 dire lo env unforeseen meson w
siteenVISti earn le not efellehle for purchase We-Min
sinew•Ren Check on request tor the nerchendlee
to fle purchemid al the sale once whenever svailWie or
MI eel you•en*,esre CscanWleible reduellon
ewe We Mem PC MIN *Iirst envie** twiligions
rod n Nee lierwe

Both Grady and Ms.
Campbell joined the
faculty in 1984.
Students may register
for the classes at the
first session. Additional
information can be obtained from the „Department of Computer
Studies, Murray State
University, , Murray,
Ky.. 42071, telephone
(502) 762-2094.

Rog. 10.96

SAU ENDS WEDNESDAY. May 7TH
HWY. 641 NORTH
M.S. 9-9. SUN. 12-6

coordinator with Mrs.
Nichols as assistant
coordinator.
The center is the hub of
the West Kentucky Adult
Basic Education (ABE)
Network which consists
of 23 satellite programs
in 10 rural counties —
Ballard,
Caldwell,
Calloway.
Carlisle,
Fulton,
Graves,
Hickman, Livingston,
Lyon and Marshall.
The center is staffed
by one Jobs Training
Partnership Act(JTPA)
teacher, two paraprofessionals, one English-asa -second -language
teacher,
one
sign
language teacher and,
until recently, three
VISTA volunteers.
Classes include three
adult reading programs,
10 adult basic education/GED classes, two
Parent and Child Education programs and two
pilot GED classes at
state parks.
The network was
selected as one of two
outstanding ABE programs of 120 across Kentucky in 1985, which won
for it a nomination for a
U.S. Departnient of
Education Secretary's
Award for Outstanding
Adult Basic Education
Programs.

Council to
hold meeting

Poly Sponges
=Om

teachers and administrators, and is a
tegular speaker at computer education conferences. He has had
classroom experience in
the public schools.

Adult learning center to hold open house

"THE SOLUTION" Windshield Wash. Protects to

PROTECT
BEAUTI'

third term
Virginia No Senate or governor race
Aug.6
Kansas Sen Robert J Dole. Gov John Carlin, barred from third
term
Michigan No Senate race. Gov James Blanchard
Missouri Sen Thomas Eagieton. not seeking re-election, No governor
race
Aug. 7
Tennessee No Senate race. Gov Lamar Alexander, barred front third
term
Aug. II
Colorado Sen Gary Hart. not seeking re-elecUon, Gov Richard D
Lamm, not seeking re-election
Georgia Sen Mack Mattingly. Gov Joe Frank Harris
Aug. le
Utah Sen Jake Garn. no governor race
Wyoming No Senate race, Gov Ed Hrtnichier, not seeking re-election
Aug.SS
Alaska Sen Frank Murkowski, Gov. William Sheffield
Oklahoma Sen Donald Nickles. Gov George Nigh, barred from third
term
Sept. 3
Florida Sen Paula Hawkins, Gov Robert Graham. barred from third
term, running for Senate
Nevada Sen. Paul Lawn, not seeking re-Week:in, Gov Richard
Bryan
Sept..
Delaware' No Sen;te or governor race
Sept.•
Arizona: Sen Barry Goldwater. not seeking re-election; Gov. Bruce .
Babbitt..
.not seeking re-election.
ConneetieW.- Sen—Chrie6spher.
J. Dodd: Gov Vitthern A OleetR.
Maryland: Sen. Charles IloC. Mathias, not seeking re-election, Gov_
Harry Hughes, barred from third term, running for Senate
Minnesota: No Senate race; Gov. Rudy Perpich.
New Hampshire: Sen Warren B. Rudman; Gov. John Sununu_
New York: Sen. Alfonse D'Amato: Gov. Mario 114. Cuomo.
Rhode Island: No Senate race, Gov Edward DiPrete.
Vermont: Sen Patrick J. Leahy. Gov. Madeleine U. Kunin.
Wisconsin: Sen Robert W. Kasten; Gov. Anthony S. Earl_
Sept. la
Massachusetts' No Senate race; Gov. Michael Dukakis.
Washington' Sen Slade Gorton, No governor race.
Sept. RI
Hawaii. Sen Daniel Inouye; Gov. George Artywhi. barred'from third
term
Sept.37
Louisiana Sen Russell B Long. not seeking re-election, no governor
race

$79.00
Grill Replacement Parts
20% OFF

Carrier Air
Conditioners

The West Kentucky
Private Industry Council announces an upcoming meeting for Thursday, May 22, 1986, 2
p.m.. at the Julian Carroll Convention Center,
Executive Inn,
Paducah. The main
item of business will
concern the review and
recommendations for
funding of over 75 programs to operate
withing the 17 county
Purchase/Pennyrile
Service Delivery Area.
Programs will vie for
approximately $5
million of Job Training
Partnership Act
(JTPA )funds plus other
special program funds
for opeiratien during the
next program year to
begin July 1, 1986.
The West Kentucky
Private Industry Council Project Review Committee meets at 10 a.m.
on the morning of May
22 at Executive Inn,
Paducah in order to
prepare for the
WKPIC's actions of the
afternoon.
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commonwealth comment
Nothing nails down a
criminal case like an eye
witness.
Never mind that in
many instances circumstantial evidence is
much more damning and
unshakeable,
prosecutors still love to have
the eye witness. When
you have both good
strong circumstantial
evidence and an eye
witness...well that's just
icing on the cake.
But most criminal
cases hinge upon the
ability of witnesses to recount accurately and
convincingly what they
saw. And this can be a
problem — especially
when there is more than
one eye witness to a
crime.
A teacher OTIANC, eW-forcement course in Kentucky once established
this point very vividly.

Unknown to the students
he prearraFged for a
person to come stalking
into the classroom in the
middle of a lecture and
proceed to engage the
teacher in a heated argument. Finally the acting
intruder pulls a gun and
fires blank rounds at the
teacher and runs from
the room.

mannerisms, and even
the words which he
spoke.
Some -said short —
some said tall.
Some said he wore a
blue baseball cap —
some said he wore no hat
at all.
Many of the differences were extreme.
But one -thing was
sure. They all saw a person enter the room, get
into a heated argument
with the instructor, and
pull a gun and shoot him.
And after all, in a
criminal prosecution,
that is the most irriportent consideration. Of
course defense lawyers
will make a great deal of
these insignificant contradictions. It's the prosecutor's job in the case
of multiple witnesses, to
remind the jury, that it is
human nature for people

Of course the unsuspecting class is temporarily shocked by the
incident. After the
students recover their
composure
and
recognize it as a hoax,
they are asked by the instructor to describe the
pretending assailant.
Needless to say the
classroom
of
eye_
witnesses gave a very
diverse and varied account of the intruder's
dress, physical features,

to see and perceive_
things differently. In
fact in many cases the
credibility of witnesses is
undermined more by the
sameness and exactness
of their testimony than
the differences.
Alibi witnesses many
times fall into this trap.
The defense will march
four or five witnesses onto the stand to swear
under the oath that at exactly twenty minutes
after nine at night, on
June 5, 14 months ago,
the defendant was with
them in a bar watching
television. Never mind
that the defendant was
not even charged with
the crime until almost ayear after the incident
and the witnesses are
able to recall with absolute recall their par-

ticular whereabouts at
such a precise time, and
never mind that each of
them give the exact
same testimony — they
expect such testimony to
be believed.
Jurors closely attuned
to human nature know
that such testimony is
suspect. They are much
more impressed with
unimportant variations
In testimony and an occassional
"I'm
reasonably sure, but
can't say positively
about that."
Many
businesses,
especially banks, are

metalsmithing, drawing
and dance. A total of 18
workshops were offered.
Instructors from Murray State University
were in charge of the
workshops. Along with
the workshops, the program for the three-day
event, consisted of a nationally known mime,
Ron Foreman; the MSU
Brass Quintet, Ray Conklin, leader;
wind
ensemble,
Dennis
Johnson, conductor;
dance theatre, Karen
Balzer,
director;
Hopkinsville High School

State contract awarded for mowing project
The state Transportation Cabinet has awarded a cpntract for a mowing project on 74.1 miles
of roadway in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Marshall: and McCracken
counties.
R & R Mowers of
Hodgenville received a
831.478 contract for
right of way mowing on
the following roads:
Fulton County — The
Jackson Purchase
Parkway from the Ten-

nesse State line to the
Hickman County line, a
distance of 3.4 miles;
Kentucky 2567 from the
Jackson Purchase
Parkway to U.S. 51, a
distance of 1.2 miles;
and Kentucky 2568 from
Kentucky 116 to U.S. 51,
a distance of 1.4 miles.
Hickman County —
The Jackson Purchase
Parkway from the
Fulton County line to the
Graves County line, a
distance of 4.9 miles.

Graves County — The
Jackson Purchase
Parkway from the
Hickman County line to
the Marshall County
line, a distance of 26.1
miles; U.S. 45 B from
U.S. 45 to the Jackson
Purchase Parkway, a
distance of 0.7 miles;
and U.S. 45 from the
Jackson Purchase
Parkway to the McCracken County line, a
distance of 12.6 miles.

Marshall County —
The Jackson Purchase
Parkway from the
Graves County line to
U.S. 62, a distance of
17.9 miles.
McCracken County —
U.S. 45 from the Graves
County line to 528 feet
north of Kentucky 1241,
a distanced of 5.9 miles.
This mowing project
is part of the state's
ongoing effort to properly maintain Kentucky's
roadways.

SEARS GMOTHERS
NOW THROUGH MAY 10 ALL
MICROWAVES AND DISHWASHERS
WE OFFER ARE ON SALE!
GET A COOKBOOK WITH
EVERY MICROWAVE OVEN!
HERE ARE SOME OF THE VALUES

are all considered important distinctions to note
Of course the thing
that most victims of robbery pay attention to
during the robbery is the
two inch barrel of a .88
which looks as big as a
cannon. As well Wended
as these prep courses
may be, nature tends to
take care of the whole
matter. For studies have
shown that when a. person is scared to death.
and the adrenalin is
pumping fiercely, all of
their senses are sharpened, and each detail on the
criminal's face'becomes

unforgettable.
Everyone however,
even when liesurely driving down the street near
their home, need to be
more attentive to detail.
The license plate number
of the strange car in the
neighborhood, the exact
time you observed the
stranger running across
a neighbor's yard, and
other unusual happenings — regardless of how
slight — should be noted
in youx mind. For you
never know when you
may be, at that very moment, a valuable eye
witness to a crime.

You Seen Our Gift Dept. Lately?
You Will Be Amazed
At Our Vast Selection
You Will Love Our Prices
You Will Be Happy With

boys and girls choirs;
MSU Percussion Ensemble, Tom Vanarsdel,
director; MSU Concert
Choir,
Bruce
Chamberlain, conductor; and MSU Interpretive Readers, Jan
Naile, director.
The
Youth
Arts
Festival is one of the
many ways Calloway
County has chosen to
promote and enhance the
fine arts for their
students and students
throughout
western
Kentucky.

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

MOM WOULD LOVE
A GIFT FROM

Party Mart
Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy 45 Paducah

Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. - Fri. and Sat. 'til 11 p.m.

1RAT

5.9,%
Rangers

Kenmore* built-in dishwasher

Kenmore' .5 Cu. ft. microwave

24-in dishwasher with 3-level wash Reversible inserts in several colors Porcelain enameled steel
tub resists scratching, peeling, and rust

Great for kitchens with limited counter space, 2stage memory Pause control plus 100-minute delay
start control Time of day clock l

24-in, built-in
dishwasher

3-stage .8 Cu. ft.
microwave

33499

199

AP16565

Reversible inserts. 3level wash Deluxe
utensil basket

3-stage 1.4 Cu- ft.
microwave with
programmed defrost

364Ap,59,

259APes761

Built-in dishwasher
has reversible in- •
serts 3-level wash

100-minute delay
start control. Hold/
warm feature. Probe.
Whole meal cooking

STOP BY AND CHECK OUT ALL WE HAVE ON SALE...OR CALL!
Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale as advertised
Pries; nciutle shopong NO.svislable .11 OW vtil

Phone
753 2310
MOM Torthar•Ols, vaolaroe•
Pot mil up within a tew clays

AF,'87762

12-hour delay start
control Hold warm
feature Probe

24-in, dishwasher
with 6-hour delay

and

M

sois cosine • AM atm,Sean cmid pions

B1-Air Center
Mon-Sat. 9-5:30
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by michael d. ward
becoming more aware-of
the importance of their
employees paying more
attention to detail when
victimized by a robber.
Short classes are being
given which emphasize
as to what to pay attention when coming face to
face with the criminal so
as to aid in future identification. Such facial
characteristics as the
distances from hairline
to eyebrows, between the
eyes, from bottoms of
nose to top of upper lip,
from bottom of lower lip
to point of chin, and from
cheekbone to cheekbone,

'Students attend Youth Arts Festival
Approximately 650 Citizens Fidelity Corstudents from 11 school poration,
and
the
systems in western Ken- Ashland Oil Foundat
ion.
tucky participated in the
School systems parfirst Youth Arts Festival
were:
on the Murray State ticipating
University campus April Calloway County, Mur23-25. The Calloway ray Independent, Graves
County school system County, Paducah Inand the university co- dependent, Henderson
hosted the event. This County, Trigg County,
County,
Youth Arts Festival, Webster
.along with two other Caldwell County, Ft.
festivals in Kentucky, Campbell, Ballard Counare
made
possible ty, and Marshall County.
through an outreach proStudents attending the
gram of the Kentucky festival chose from
a
Center for the Arts fund- variety of worksho
ps
ed by Humana Inc., ranging
from

MONDAY, MAY 5, IRIS

Escorts, EXPs
and Thunderbirds

Tempos, Mustangs,
Bronco II's, Fl 50's and
F250's

Longer Terms and
Special Rates are Available

*Our car prices have
not increased!

PARKEMai
Rn FORD
701
St.
753-5273

Taurus, Car of the Year. Test drive one today!
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'Breds lose season's finale
The Murray State
Thoroughbreds closed
out their season Saturday with a 3-2 loss to
10th-ranked Arkansas in
Fayetteville.
The 'Breds
16-27)(
jumped to a 2-0 lead
with two runs in the second, but the Razorbacks (38-14) tallied two
in the third and one in
the fifth to earn the win.
Van Golmont (2-5)
went the distance for
MSU, allowing just
three hits while fanning
seven and walking two.
Arkansas's Kevin
Campbell (5-6) also
worked a complete
game, giving up four
hits, striking out seven
and walking none.
The Rnzornacks won

both of their games with
the 'Breda, as they
defeated them 9-3 Friday night.
Saturday, Murray
State grabbed the lead
in the second on back-toback one-out singles by
Danny Naughton and
Paul Alegre, putting
runners on first and second, and a RBI single
by Russell Burger.
Alegre also scored on
Burger's hit, coming
home when the first
baseman cut off the
throw from the center
fielder and threw wild to
third, trying to get the
sliding Alegre.
Friday, Arkansas
scored nine runs in the
first three innings, get-

ting two in the first, five
in the second and two in
the third.
MSU scored once in
the first and twice in the
eighth.

The 'Breds scored in
the first on a double by
Tom Gargiulo, a ground
ball by Dave Butts that
moved Gargiulo to third
and a wild pitch.
Gargiulo hit a two run
homer in the eighth.
Alegre was aboard on
an error by the third
baseman.
Gargiulo and Greg
Doss both went 2-for-4.

Jim Lambert started
for the 'Breds and was
relieved by Rich Garner
with one out in the third.
Lambert (4-4) got the
loss.
After coming on in the
third, Garner held
Arkansas hitless until
the sixth and gave up
just four hits for the
game. He struck out
three and walked one.
Steve Parker (9-1)
worked seven innings to
gain the win, striking
out five and walking
two.

at Fayetteville
Murray State
OM 0000002 3
Arkansas
00301000x 3$ 1
Golmont and Doss. CampbeU and
Wilson
WP—Campbell 15.61.
LP —C4mont 12.51,
MurrarState
l0o000o203 53
Arkansas
252 00i7 00x 9 11 2
Lambert, Garner 131 and Does;
.Parker. Rice 171 and Wilson
WP—Parker (9-11 LP—Lambert
14-41 28— MSU 1 Gargiulo. (Al
Skeels. 3B—IA Wilson HR — 1 MSU I
Gargullo. 6th. one one. (A) Patterson. 1st, none one

Racers finish 2nd in conference;
Yarbrough wins hurdles event

• .rs 4111tr4L

Behind James Yarbrough's first-place
finish in the 110-meter
high hurdles, Murray
State came in second at
the Ohio Valley Conference Outdoor Track
and Field Championships in Clarksville,
Tenn., Saturday.
Middle Tennessee
captured the championship with 84 points — its
seventh straight title.
MSU had 66%, more
than 20 points more than
third-place Eastern
Kentucky, which had 46
points. Eastern Kentucky finished second
and MSU finished third
last year.
"Middle Tennessee
pretty much had to fall
apart for us to beat
them,"-WU coach Jay
Flanagan said. "Their
sprinters and jumpers
dominated their events.
We might have won if
one of the other schools
could have helped us out
some, but that didn't
happen."
Murray State placed

::C•:
,
•• A•;41;
4
4,

Staff pbsto by Kent Damien

N DAY IN THE PARK — Lance Watt, 8, throws the ball back to his dad
after fielding a ground ball
sunday afternoon at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Larry Watt, Rt.6, Murray, was
giving his sons,
Lance and Lyle, :1, some practice before little league baseball starts in two
weeks.
A

Red Devils sweep Calloway Co.
Take away two days
and the Calloway County Lakers would be 19-2
right now.
On those two days,
however, the Lakers
19-61 lost both games of
a double-header.
The first of the two
, sweeps was inflicted by
Lone Oak early in the
season.
The second was inflicted by Owensboro
Friday.
Th e Red Devils
defeated the Lakers 8-6

and 11-7 in Owensboro.
Chuck Adams (5-2)
took the loss in the
opener, allowing six
earned runs.
Owensboro tallied two
unearned runs in the
first inning and built an
8-0 advantage going into
the sixth,
Calloway County,
though, drew within
three runs with a fiverun sixth. David
Lawrence had a two-run
double in the inning.
Sam Taylor drove in one

run with a double.
The Lakers added
another run in the
seventh on a walk to
Adams and a double by
Taylor.
Greg Lassiter (0-2)
lost -the second game.
He ‘
celieved starter
Mike Garland with one
out in the third. Trent
Campbell retired • the
last batter in the fifth.
The game was
shortened to five innings
so that the Lakers could
leave for home earlier.

SNAPPER
•

-1

SPRING SAVINGS EVENT
FREE ATTACHMENT.NO DOWN PAYMENT • NO PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS •
During SNAPPERS Spring Savings Event, you get the best
SNAPPER values ever' Purchase a Hi-Vac' Riding Mower at
regular retail price and receive a FREE Single Bag Grass
Catcher or a Dump Cart or 50% OFF our Twin Bag Catcher
• or Baa-N-Wagon. Now's the time to make your lawn
a
SNAPPER lawn. For all the details visit your nearest
SNAPPER dealer today.
Take advantage of our convenient Snap-Credit Plan
It's a snap with
which features no down,payment and no payment for
90 days
*lc
A division of Fuqua Industries

The double-header
started at 7 p.m.
The Red Devils led
11-0 after three innings,
then the Lakers scored
five in the fourth and
two in the fifth.
Taylor stroked a tworun double in the fourth.
Greg Futrell had a RBI
single. The other two
runs were unearned.
Two bases-loaded
walks tallied the runs in
the fifth.

Calloway County's
girls' track team won
the Marshall County,Invitational Friday, accumalating 96 points to
64% for second-place
Providence.
Sixteen teams
competed.
Calloway County's
Amberly Moss captured
the high jump with a
meet record leap of 5-2.
She set the old record
(5-0) last year. Teammate Michelle Stubblefield placed third
with a leap of 5-0.

Two Murray State
Racers have been invited to try out for National Football League
teams.
Wide receiver Lee
McCormick is reporting
to the St. Louis Cardinals' mini-camp on
May 28.
Defensive back
James Yarbrough
reports to the Denver
Broncos' mini-camp on
May 6.

Saturday Morning Special
Oil Change,
Filter 8, Labe
13
95
7 a.m.-Noon

•W. will also chock your car

OVEN

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th
753-1750

Lady Laker Kris
Miller won the
100-meter hurdles in
16.6, while Eushieka
Payne won the shot put
at 33-6.
Erica Muskgrow's
61.71 brought her first
place in the 400-meter
dash. Muskgrow also
placed second in the
long jump (16-%).
Marcia Grimes finish-

The Calloway County
Lady Lakers dropped
both games of a doubleheader with Marshall
County Friday in
Benton.
The Lady Lakers fell
15-2 and 7-6.
Erica Muskgrow and
Rhonda Lee each had an
RBI in the first game,
Muskgroiv with a triple,
Lee with a sacrifice fly.
Christy Darnell and
Mandl Outland scored
the runs.

SINGLE BAG
GRASS CATCHER
P'

•

$139.95

DUMP CART
Retail voikje

As LOW AS

42

4199.95 .

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
HURRY! OFFER ENDS SOON

.

AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS
• Folonce charges accrue from dote of delivery
•

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

prices on
eye-Pleasing
Armstrong
floors.

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
In your horns or our office

Save now on no-wax floors that are
easy to install yourself
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SERVICE
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310 S. 8th St.
Mayfiold, Ky.
Mrs: 9-4:30

Paschall Salvage

% mi. S. of Hazel. KY

times were 56.3 and
2:09.9. The records were
56.19 and 2409.99 and
were set by Funderburk
earlier this spring.
Jill Consterdine
finished second in the
shot put (41-0) and third
in the discus (121-11).
Kathy Hein's 37:28.8
brought her second in
the 10,000-meter run.
Jamie Ahrens and
Amy Anderson finished
2-3 in the high jump.
Both cleared 5-4. Mary Anderson placed third in the 400-meter
hurdle's in 1:06.
Fawnda Cox placed
fourth in the javelin at
109-3, while Tracey
Gard placed fourth in
the long jump at 17-4%.
The 400-meter relay
team of Maxine Best,
Mary Anderson, Gard
and Funderburk finished third in 49.8. The
1,600-meter relay team
of Mary Anderson,
Phyllis Webber, Amy
Anderson and Funderburk finished third in
4:02.85.

498-8964

ed second in the
200-meter dash (26.32),
third in the 400-meter
dash (62.26) and fourth
In the 100-meter dash
(12.92).
Grimes, Moss, Angela
Woods and Muskgrow
set a school record of
1:49.11 in placing second
in the 800-meter relay.
Connie Ross and
Miller came in third and

fourth in the 300-meter
hurdles in 51.28 and
51.33.
Melissa Smith captured fourth in the
discus with a throw of
95-914.
The 1,600-meter relay
team of Cynthia
Garland, Stubblefield,
Amy Ferguson and Ross
placed fifth in 4:35.

Marshall County takes two
from Calloway County Friday

Eye-

•

jump and the 400-meter
intermediate hurdles.
MSU finished 2-4-5 in
the triple jump. Patterson Johnson placed second (50-10%), Rolando
Greene fourth (48-9) and
Arvadio Ferguson fifth
(48-2%). Johnson has
qualified for the NCAA
championships in the
triple jump, with a leap
of 52-9.
Willie Thomas placed
third, Greene fourth and
Johnson fifth in the
400-meter hurdles.
Thomas's time was
54.80. Greene ran a
55.60, as did-Johnson.
Calvin Turnley came
in fourth in the
100-meter dash in 11.13.
Lance Winders finished fifth in the 5,000
meter run in 15:12.34, a
personal best.
Steve Whistler was
third in the discus at
141-9.
MSU's Nina Funderburk set school records
while placing second In
the 400-meter and
800-meter runs. Her

Lady Lakers capture invitational

Two Racers
get tryouts

SNAPPER

third in the women's
competition, behind
Akron and Eastern Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky dominated the
meet, tallying almost
100 more pqints than
second-place Akron.
MSU finished 15 points
behind Akron.
Yarbrough won .the
110-meter hurdles in
14.33. He was second in
the event outdoors last
year and first indoors.
Though he is a senior, he
is eligible to compete in
track next year.
MSU's William Jordan placed second in the
1,500-meter run
(3:52.80) and in the
800-meter run (1:52.80).
Jc(rdan, a senior, is the
only Racer who is losing
his eligibility.
Joe Woodside finished
second in the discus
Saturday at 148-7. He
also finished second in
the javelin throw and
the shot put.
Although they didn't
win them, the Racers
dominated, the triple

Jorry O. Who•Ittr,
Authorized Bolton*
Dosior

Marshall County pulled away from CCHS
with nine runs in the
fourth inning.
In the second game,
April Woods gave
Calloway County the
lead in the first inning,
cracking a two-out double that scored Lee.
Holly Cherry led off
the fifth inning with a
walk, moved to second
on a fielder's choice and
came home on Darnell's
single.
Trailing 5-2, the Lady
Lakers rallied for four
runs in the seventh, only
to have Marshall County
tally two runs in the bottom half of the inning

and win the game.
Betsy Whitfield led off
the seventh for
Calloway County with a
single. Tammy Miller
hit a ground ball to
third, but Whitfield beat
the thrar to second and
everyone was safe.
Tracy Banks singled to
left, loading the bases
with no outs.
Darnell knocked in
Whitfield with a single
to center. Miller scored
on a single by Lee.
Tracy Higgins walked,
forcing in Banks.
Darnell scored on
Clutiand's ground ball to
third.

HERE'S A NIFTY
PACKAGE
A business insurance package, that is. It's SEFilp
ONE,a broad-coverage, competitively-priced plan
for retail stores, offices,
chuiches, apartments and
Stem Auto
drug stores. Call us for a
Mouramm
Companion
proposal and quotation

sz

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
447 Maple
Itoutholdo at the Cl. Square

7634451
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to become the first team
since Boston in 1969 to
repeat as champion',
won their first five
playoff games by an
average of 22 points and
appeared ready to
breeze to their fifth consecutive appearance in
the finals. But two consecutive two-point
losses in Dallas have put
Los Angeles in a
dogfight.

Aguirre, who scored 21
of his 39 points in the
first quarter took the
lead for good.
In other playoffs Sunday, Denver also won its
second straight at
home, beating Houston
114-111 in overtime to
even that series 2-2.
Boston, despite a 106-94
loss at Atlanta, still
leads that best-of-seven
series 3-1.
Philadelphia, leading
2-1, plays host to
Milwaukee tonight. On
Tuesday, Atlanta is at
Boston, Denver at
Houston and Dallas at
Los Angeles

Dallas led by 12 after
a 45-point first quarter
against Los Angeles
that tied the Lakers'
NBA playoff record
established last year
against Phoenix. The
Mavericks shot 74 percent from the field in the
period.

straight points during
one stretch of the third
quarter, giving the
Hawks a 70-62 lead they
never lost. The Celtics
got within 90-87 with 454
minutes left in the
game, but a three-point
play by Glenn Rivers
started a 12-2 streak to
put the Hawks out of
Hawks 106,Celtics 94
reach.
Dominique Wilkins
To win the series the
scored 37 points and Hawks must win twice
5-foot-7 Spud Webb add- at Boston Garden. The
"We've got a good
ed 21 points and 12 Celtics have won 35
chance now, but the
assists as Atlanta beat straight at home since
Lakers are still the
Boston for the first time December.
Lakers and we won't
in 10 meetings this
Boston stayed close
have the upper hand unseason.
for most of the game
The Lakers, seeking til it's over," said Mark
Wilkins scored 10 despite hitting only 34
percent from the field,
including 5-for-19 for
Larry Bird, who finished with 20 points. Kevin
McHale led the Celtics
with 26.
Nuggets 114,
Rockets 111
Those losses continue managerPete Rose,
Alex English scored
snapped a three-game streak.
to pile up for the Cincin- who broke an 0-for-12
six of his 28 points in
losing streak.
Forsch, 2-1, struck out
nati Reds ... and the slump with his first
overtime, and Lafayette
Gross, 2-3, struck out three and did
not allow a
New York Mets aren't single of the season
Lever and T.R. Dunn hit
Sun- three and walked three. hit after
Mike Scloscia's
helping any.
day. "But when you The only Atlanta run
key free throws down
two-ou
t
single in the
"We've played good, don't swing the bats and
the stretch for Denver
came on Terry Harper's fourth inning
. But the
hard baseball," said se- you don't pitch, how
against Houston.
can seventh-inning homer. veteran
right-hander
cond baseman Wally the law of averages
"I think sometimes
Joe Johnson, 3-2, took left the game
with one people
Backman, who had a catch up with you?"
don't realize how
the loss.
out
in
the
seventh after
two singles and a pair of
In other NL action
good this team can be,"
Expos 7, Astros
issuing three condoubles in Sunday's 7-2 Sunday, Philadelphia
English said, "but today
Houston first secutive walks.
rout of the Reds that beat Atlanta 5-1;
we showed everyone.
Mon- baseman Glenn Davis
Pirates 5,Padres 2
swept their three-game treal edged Houst
When a team plays that
on 7-6; bobbled Al Newman's
Jim
Morris
on's two.
series. "I think the other St. Louis turned
hard for that long like
back grounder in the ninth, out homer
started a
ballclubs knew we were Los Angeles
we did today, you just
3-1; Pitt- allowing Andres Galar- threerun
ninth-inning
a good club, but we've sburgh stopped
know you're going to be
San raga to score Montreal's rally that
led the Pirates
turned some heads."
Diego 5-2; and San winning run from third
in it at the end."
over the Padres and exWhile the Mets have Francisco swept
A free throw by
a base.
tended their winning
turned some heads with doubleheader from
Robert Reid with 1:31
Galarraga led off the streak to four
games
.
their 16-4 start, best in Chicago by identical
2-1 ninth with a double off
The loss was the third left put the Rockets
the club's history, the scores.
ahead 111-108, but
Dave Smith, 0-1, and straight for
the Padres,
Reds have raised some
Houston didn't score
took third on Tim who have
now had 18
eyebrows by losing 12 of
Meta 7, Reds 2
again while Denver got
Wallach's infield single. one-run
decisi
ons
in 25 its
their last 13 for a 5-15
Darryl Strawberry hit Newman then chopp
final six points on
ed a games, winning 10.
mark, the worst in the two homers off Mario
free throws. English hit
2-2 pitch which Davis
Giants
2-2,
Cubs
1-1
majors. Their 10 con- Soto' and Ron Darling
two with 1:19 remaining
couldn't handle.
Chris Brown's
secutive losses at River- pitched 6 2-3 strong innand Lever added two
The Astros wasted a sacrifice fly with
one out
front Stadium is their ings, extending the
more with 1:02 left, givgrand slam by Terry in the bottom
of the 10th
worst home streak in Reds' losing _streak
ing Denver its first lead
to Puhl in the third inning. inning
lifted
San
Fran- since
more than 27 years.
eight games.
early in the third
Cardinals 3, Dodgers 1
cisco over Chicago in
The Reds ended game
Darling, 2-0, allowed
quarter.
Bob Forsch and three the first
game
of a
with a .217 team batting Just four singles and six
Dunn, fouled after
relievers combined on a doubleheader
.
average and .291 on- walks over 62-3 innings.
Reid missed a jumper,
three-hitter and Mike
Mike
LaCos
s,
2-0, got made
base percentage.
Phillies 5, Braves 1
both free throws
LaValliere and Ozzie the victor
y with a five"I've been saying for
Kevin Gross pitched a Smith singled in
with six seconds rethirdhitter
and
loser
Rick maini
a week that the law of four-hitter and Steve
ng to complete the
inning runs to lead St. Sutcliffe, 1-4,
also allowaverages will eventual- Jeltz drove in three runs
scoring.
Louis over Los Angeles, ed just
four
hits
in
his
ly catch up with us," with a bases-loaded douRalph Sampson,
snapping the Dodgers' first compl
ete game
said Reds player. ble as Philadelph
whose 15 third-quarter
ia seven-game winning since
last June.
points had put Houston
ahead, had 28 points and
13 rebounds.
./t

New York raises record to 16-4;
Cardinals snap Dodgers' streak

Jacoby leads Cleveland into first

C'mon Chief Wahoo,
start beating those war
drums. The Tribe is in
first place.
The Cleveland Indians, led by Brook
Jacoby's hot bat, zoomed into the top spot in
the American League
East Sunday with their
seventh straight victory, a 6-4 triumph in 10
innings over the
Chicago White Sox.

Douglas on
all-stars

"To be realistic, no, I
didn't think we'd be in
first place," Cleveland
Manager Pat Corrales
admitted. "But we have
a long way to go and a
lot of games to play."
Cleveland is not
leading by much,only 11
percentage points over
the second-place New
_York Yankees. But for
now, that's enough for
the Indians, who went
60-102 last year and
have not been .in first'
place this late in the
season since May 17,
1981.

Tonight, the 14-8 Indians play Kansas City
in the opener of an eightgame homestand. That
should be enough to
keep Chief Wahoo, the
team's ever-present
symbol of optimism,
smiling for awhile.
In other AL games on
Sunday, Boston beat
Oakland 4-1; Kansas City ripped Baltimore
11-1; Toronto downed
Seatte 3-2; Texas got
past New York 4-3:
Detroit defeated MMnesota 4-1; and
Besides Douglas, Milwa
ukee stopped
First Region players Al Califo
rnia 5-3.
Baker of Trigg County,
Tony Hamilton and
Red Sox 4, A's 1
Trey McGinty of
Roger Clemens, makPaducah Tilghman, ing his first start since
David Wilson of striking out a majorMayfield and Dennis league record 20 batHodge of Crittenden ters, fanned another 10
County made the team.
while holding Oakland
Calloway County's
Allen Douglas is one of
six First Region players
selected for the Kentucky All-Star football
team that is battling the
Tennessee All -Star
team in the Shrine Bowl.
The game will be
played July 19 at the
University of Kentucky's Commonwealth
Stadium in Lexington.
It is sponsored by the
Shriners and the Kentucky Coaches
Association.

to three hits in eight
innings.
Clemens, 5-0, asked to
be taken out after
throwing 124 pitches.
Bob Stanley struck out
the side,in the ninth inning for his fourth save.
The only run allowed
by Clemens came on
Dave Kingman's fourth
homer leading off the
seventh at Fenway
Park.
In 17 games at Fenway Park Kingman is
18-for-63 with 11 homers
and 18 RBIs.
Royals 11, Orioles 1
Dennis Leonard continued his comeback by
pitching three-hit ball
over seven shutout innings, and Angel Salazar
sparked a 17-hit attack
by driving home five
runs that led Kansas City over Baltimore.

Leonard, 3-2, lowered
his earned run average
to 0.73, and has allowed
only three earned runs
in five starts. Leonard
was facing the Orioles
for the first time since
hurting his knee against
them in May 1983, an injury that almost finish-

ed his career.
Blue Jays 3, Mariners 2
Willie Upshaw barely
beat out an infield single
with the bases loaded
and two outs in the bottom of the ninth inning,
lifting Toronto over
visiting Seattle.
Rangers 4, Yankees 3
Larry Parrish singled
home the tiebreaking
run in the eighth inning,
and Texas hung on to
beat Ron Guidry and
New York.
Don Mattingly, who
had an RBI single in the
first inning, hit a tworun homer in the
seventh that had pulled
the Yankees even at 3-3.
Tigers 4, Twins 1
Frank Tanana kept
pitching well for
Detroit, going 8 2-3 innings before Willie Hernandez finished up for
his sixth save.
Tanana, 4-1, held
visiting Minnesota
hitless until Tim
Launder singled leading
off the fifth. Tanana
wound up allowing six
hits, nond of them to
Kirby Puckett, who
went 0-for-4 and had his
16-game hitting streak
ended.
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Chicago 6. San Francisco 5
StLouls, 8. Dykstra, New York. 8. lerhompeon.
Pittsburgh 7. San Diego 8
Philadelphia. 8
Los Angeles 3, St Louis 0
PITCHING 13 decisional-Fernandez. New York. 343.
Sunday's Games
14W, 281, Gooden, New York, 4-0, 1450. 126, Knep.
Philadelphia 5. Atlanta I
per. Houston. 5-0. 1 000. 1.31. Ojeda. New York. 4-0
New York 7, Cincinnati 2
1 000. 1.59. Tibbs, Montreal, 3-0, 1_000, 1.25
Montreal 7. Houston 8
SiTRIKEOUTS-Scott, Houston. 43, Valeruziela. Los
St. Louis 3. Los Angeles 1
Angeles. 40: ZSmItli, Atlanta, 38, Sutcliffe, Chicago.
Pittsburgh 5. San Diego 2
37, Welch. Los Angeles. 37
San Francisco 2, Chicago 1. 10 innings. 1st game
SAVES-DSmIth. Houston. S. Bailer. Chicago. 5
San Francisco 2. Chicago 1. 2nd game
Orosco. New York, S. Gossage, San Diego, 4, Worrell.
Monday's Games
StLouls. 4

$3495
RETAIL
VALUE

Air

Conditioning.

Murray Paving Co., Inc. is now
offering a new line of asphalt
pavement maintenance specializing in hot poured rubberized
crack filler and all types of
sealcoating.
We buy by volume passing the
savings on to yout
Phone 753-0411
for a free estimate

901 SYCAMORE

Now Is The Time To Lease
A New Chevrolet

Auto Transmission, Power Steering & Brakes
AM/FM radio, WSW tires

PROTECT YOUR
INVESTMENT

PANY AGENCY

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Derision

1986 Cavalier 4 Dr.

•

$i 7700

Poe Month•

1986 Chevrolet$-10 Pickup

Auto. Transmission. Power Steering & Brakes, AM/FM
radio, Air Conditioning. 20 Gal. Fuel Tank, Gauges
Rally Wheels.

Only 98100

FREE 2nd TRANSMITTER
With a 'CHAMBERLAIN

Garage Door Opener.*
ThkAailri otter on Model 350 or 550
Osameen May 1 June 15.1985 I

1 3H P Champion Modei 350
•6561 security codes
•Toll-tree S-O-S Hot Line— for
• 1 3 H P motor with industrial
pre-purchase and installation
strength chain drive and durable
information (800)528-9131
steel construction
•4, 2 minute light delay
Automatic safety reverse w

Murray, Ky.

e

.

49

Per Month•

115.4
Ime
s

Su2-783-21117

"Allth Approved Credit Based on 48 months closed end
lease plus Sten tax arid security deposit

300

S

Mon

How •
a 12 Sot.

so

CHARGE

4th

%ter..

73

$34.00

is,. $112.95

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET)INC.
S. 12th St.

PAGES

—

Mavericks nip Lakers, even series
The Dallas Mavericks
believe they may be the
team that knocks the
defending NBA champions out of the playoffs
for the 17th consecutive
year.
"We have a good
chance to win the
series," Dallas Coach
Dick Motta said after
the Mavericks defeated
the Los Angeles Lakers
120-118 on Sunday,
deadlocking the
Western Conference
playoff series at 2-2.
"Now our team knows
what we have to do to

MONDAY, MAY 6, 1MMI
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Start you home improyements today. You've
got what it takes when you
have a HWI Do-It Cord.
VISA & AlostorCord
also wtosotod.
CASH & CARRY

Monday Through Saturday
7s*:1 6450
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital

alio a
capital
Wee

tters

May 11-17

Especially To Us

May
Health Calendar
Health Express
The Murray Calloway County
Hospital's mobile unit, the
Health Express, will be offering free blood pressure checks,
diabetes and anemia screenings at all of its stops in May.
-

It is important to fast for two
hours before having screened
for diabetes to achieve accurate results.
Colo rectal cancer screening
kits area available on the
Health Express at all stops for
a $4 charge. The test is to be
completed at home and mailed
to the Murray-Calloway County
clinical laboratory for examin,Mion. The charge covers
the test kit and the laboratory
analysis.
anik
Mt Stitt%
t ‘111-MAt

May 13, Tuesday
•Symsonia
Liberty Savings Bank
9-11 a.m.
•Farmington
Bank of Farmington
12:30-2:30 p.m.

May 15, Thursday
*Cadiz
Lake Barkley Fitness Center
9-11 a.m.
•Murray
Brown's Market (Hwy. 94E)
12:30-2:30 p.m.

May 20, Tuesday
•Dexter
Dexter Senior Citizen Center
9-11 a.m.
•Hardin
State Parking Lot
12:30-2:30 p.m.

May 22, Thursday

May 6, Tuesday

*Water Valley
M & W Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
•Pilot Oak
Pilot Oak Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

*Murray
Ellis Center
9:30-11:30 a.m.
•Coldwater
Coldwater Church of Christ
1-3 p.m.

*Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

11,4‘,1

0

May 27, Tuesday

May 8, Thursday

May 29, Thursday

•Lynnville
Larry Seay's Market
9-11 a.m.
sTri City
Tri City Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

•Benton
Lakeland, Wesley Village
9-11 a.m.
'Aurora
Sowell's Wee Mart
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Prepared
Childbirth Class
Class prepares expectant parents
for labor and delivery.
To register for the four weekly
classes call 753-5131, ext. 144 or
753-6821.
Date: Tuesday, May 6, 13, 20, 27
Or

Thursday, May 8, 15, 22, 29
Time 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Place MCCH Third Floor Classroom

Early Prenatal
Classes
Class is for parents-to-be in the
first trimester of pregnancy.
Topics are nutrition, exercise,
fetal development, danger signs
of pregnancy, and common
discomforts of pregnancy.
To register for the two weekly
classes, call 753-5131, ext. 1441 or
753-6821.
Date: Wednesday, May 14 & 21
Time: 10 a.m.-Noon
Place: MCCH Third Floor Classroom

Cesarean
Birth Class
Class prepares parents for
cesarean birth whether anticipated or unexpected.
To register call 753-5131, ext. 144
or 753-6821.
Date: Monday, May 26
Time: 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Place: MCCH Private Dining
ROOM

Parenting Class
Class is for expectant parents but
primarily for new parents'.
To register for the three sessions,
call 753-5131, ext. 144 or 753-6821.
Date: Monday, May 5, 12, 19
Time: 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

Breastfeeding/
Sibling Classes
These classes are scheduled upon demand. Please call and request a class
date and information. Then, watch the
calendar in the Murray Ledger &
Times for a class date. Dial 753-5131,
ext. 144.

Alzheimer's
Support Group
The monthly Alzheimer's meeting will
feature a report on the Alzheimer's
Workshop that was held at St. Thomas
Hospital in Nashville.
Date: Tuesday, May 13
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Place: MCCH Private Dining Room

MURRAY
CALLOMY
CCUNTY
803 Poplar Strest
Murray, Kantucky 42071
(502)753.5131

Balloons are coming youray!

A nurse just for you!

c

4.)

nursing
On May 12, the hospital will officially kick off
This
home week with their traditional balloon release.
Senior
County
Calloway
by
joined
year, they will be
Citizens Organization.
May is also Older Americans Month with the theme
"Kentuckians Improve With Age". Everyone involved in
the
these organizations and efforts will participate with
hospital in a simultaneous balloon release at 11 a.m. on
Jackson
May 12. Balloons will be sailing over most of the
Purchase Area.
Anyone finding a balloon is asked to notify the sender
whose name is on a card attached to the balloon.
We salute the nursing staff in the long term care unit
since they have recently received the states highest
recognition -- Superior Rating -- for the services and care
provided in the Hugh Houston Long Term Care Unit.n

Treat yourself to life!
One out of every five people that visit the Health Express have high blood pressure. May is National High
Blood Pressure Month and the hospital is launching a
special attempt to offer free blood pressure checks during the month in an effort to detect this condition as early as possible in those who have it and help them control
it.
People can take some realistic steps to control their
high blood pressure. Developments in recent years indicate that sodium reduction, weight loss and exercise
play a major role in high blood pressure control.
High blood pressure, or hypertension, is the leading
cause of stroke in this country. If left uncontrolled, high
blood pressure also can lead to heart attack, kidney
failure, and death. But hypertensives who control their
blood pressure can lead normal, healthy lives.
MCCH encourages everyone to get their blood pressure
checked during the month of May. Students from the
Murray School of Practical Nursing will be checking
blood pressures Tuesday, May 13 and Wednesday, May 14
from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Medical Arts Pharmacy
on the first floor of the Medical Arts Building, 300 S. 8th
Street. Or, visit the Health Express when it comes to
your community.•

Murr

s Healthy neighbors.

National Hospital Week, to be observed this year May
11-17, reflects Murray-Calloway County Hospital's commitment to providing the high-quality, professional health
care needtd_Py_Murrayans, Calloway Countians, West
Kentuckians and West Tennesseans.
The theme of this fear's observance nationwide is
"Hospitals Make Healthy Neighbors," and area residents
are invited to visit the 218-bed facility during the week to
learn more about its services.
"Like good neighbors, the people of this area can depend upon our highly-trained medical staff and
employees for immediate medical attention 24 hours a
day, seven days a week," said Stuart Poston, the
hospital's administrator.
"Murray-Calloway County Hospital has developed a
strong, neighborly relationship with the people of its
area," Poston said, "and we are proud of the services we
provide and appreciate the support given us by area
residents and community organizations." IN

Health care right in.your home.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Home Health
Service is designed to meet your needs if you require
skilled nursing and support services in the convenience of
your own home.
You, your family or neighbors can be referred for
Home Health Services because of physical illness or impairment that confines you to home. Regular, but not
constant, medical attention is available along with nutrition counseling, emotional support, personal care and
other health services.
If you or someone in your neighborhood is a candidate
for Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Home Health,
please call 753-5131, extension 322.0

When Mrs. Allie Reynolds was a patient at MurrayCalloway County Hospital some two years ago, she had
so many different members of the nursing staff helping
care for her she never had the opportunity to get to know
any of them well or know specifically whom to ask for a
particular need.
One gave her medication. Another adjusted and
monitored her intravenous feeding and carefully explained her treatment procedures to her.
Still another regularly took her temperature, blood
pressure, changed her bed and helped her bathe. The
hospital's nursing care was fragmented and task oriented.
At that time, the hospital's patient care concept was
one of "functional nursing" with various nursing staff
members assigned specific responsibilities in helping
care for a number of patients. None was with any one patient for any extended length of time or accountable for
the care provided.
But, if Mrs. Reynolds was a patient at the hospital today, she most likely would have one nurse caring for her
every need on each eight-hour shift.
This is the hospital's "total patient care" concept, a
practice the nursing staff has been following for more
than a year now.
Mary Sinclair, a registered nurse at the hospital for the
past 13 years, likes the new concept. She cares for five to
seven patients when she is on duty. Two others care for
them on the later shifts.
"I am responsible for everything they need when I'm
on duty," she says, "changing their beds, bathing and
feeding them if they are unable to do these things
themselves, giving them their medication -- everything.
"This permits me to spend more time With them," she
went on, "and this permits me to know more about them,
their families, their home situations and about the health
problem which has them in the hospital.
"It also helps me to more effectively assess their progress and plan my nursing care with getting them well
enough to be discharged as soon as possible foremost in
mind."
Barbara Owens, wife of City Fire Marshal Phil Owens
and also a registered nurse at the hospital for 13 years,
views the total patient care concept as a form of
"therapeutic medication."
"I have more in-depth contact with my patients," she
says. "I get closer to them and their families, and I can
better anticipate and know their needs. We know when
things are going right, and we can see quickly when they
are beginning to go wrong."
Mrs. Bonna Yates, the director of nursing at the
hospital, says, "The nurse constantly is making an
assessment as she is giving care and having therapeutic
conversation with the patient."
"This gives her an in-depth awareness of how the patient is responding to both nursing care and medical control. She can collaborate with the physician and provide
information to assist him in his decisions regarding further medical treatment," she went on.
"She identifies needs for education and supportative
care needed after discharge and arranges to meet these
needs."
"We have had a positive response from our patients,"
she continued. "They like having a particular nurse to
respond to their needs and questions."
"This is the most important outcome, as our goal is to
give compassionate, professional care to our
patients." III

Nurses have their day.
Day-long, special activities will mark Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's observance Tuesday, May 6, of National Nurses' Day, a day set aside each year to pay
tribute to and recognize the contributions of the nation's
nurses, both men and women.
Two receptions are scheduled at the hospital during the
day, according to Genevieve Adams, who is coordinating
the activities.
All MCCH nurses, as well as those across the community, she said, are invited to attend -whichever reception is
convenient for them.
"We are proud to honor our nurses this day. They
serve our patients and our community 24 hours a day,
seven days a week by giving competent, compassionate
care," according to Mrs. Bonner Yates, director of nursing. "We Want to say 'thank you' not only for today, but
for the fine job they do 365 days of the year."
"Nursing is a highly technical, sophisticated and exacting science," said Stuart Poston, hospital administrator,
"and recognizing our nurses on this special day is an appropriate way of focusing public attention on the many
contributions they make to our nation's health care and
in providing comfort, solace and education to those in
their care."

Physicians keep our
neighborhood healthy.
A 0 4/
Ap
•
e• lb

Representing 19 medical specialties, Murray's 38 physicians provide the high quality, professional care you need
to lead a healthy lifestyle. Located right here in your
neighborhood, these doctors not only protect your Immediate health, they also improve your overall quality of
life.
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MSU names new editor for
campus yearbook for 1987
'
'1.

4.41141

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Kathy Baumgart of Carmi,
Ill., a junior chemistry major at Murray State
University, accepts the Distinguished Professor Scholarsh
ip Award from Dr. Howell R. Clark, Murray
State's 1986 Distinguished Professor of the Year. The
award, presented by the Murray State Altunni
Association, honors an outstanding student from the Distingui
shed Professor Award recipient's department. Miss Baumgart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Baumgart, received the award at the Alumni
Association's annual banquet April 2.6.

MCCH to honor part of staff
on '86 National Nurses Day
Day-long, special activities
will mark Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's observance
Tuesday, May 6, of National
Nurses' Day, a day set aside
each year to pay tribute to and
to recognize the contributions of
the nation's nurses, both men
and women.
Two receptions are scheduled
at the hospital during the day,
according to Genevieve Adams,
who is coordinating the activities, from 2-4 p.m. in the
Third Floor Classroom and 10-11
p.m. 'in the Private Dining
Room.
All MCCH nurses, as well as
those across the community, she
said, are invited to attend
• whichever reception is convenient for them.
"We are proud to honor our
nurses this day. They serve our
patients anthour community 24
hours a day, seven days a week
by giving -competent, compassionate care." according to Mrs.
Bonna Yates, director of nursing."We want to say 'thank you'
not only for today, but for the
fine job they do 365 days of the
year."
Other activities honoring
nurses also are being planned,
for the day, one of which will be
a poster and display contest with
the materials being provided by
art students in the Murray city
schools. Door prizes also will be
given away.
Women and men in nursing
have provided significant contributions to the health care of
Americans of all ages for more
than a century.
Registered nurses make up
the largest group of health care
professionals in our country
with 1.2 million registered
nurses working today.
Nurses provide care in
hospitals, extended care
facilities, clinics, Kehabilitation
hospitals, physicians' offices
and through private and industrial nursing services.

.t•

•

Other areas in which they
serve include public health,
teaching, research, school
systems, wellness centers, home
health services, health care
marketing, private consulting
firms and the military service.
There are two basic educational programs in Kentucky
which prepare men and women
to become registered nurses.
A bachelor.of science in nursing degree can be earned
through four years of work at
the university level. An
associate' degree in nursing can
be earned upon completion of
two years of work at the junior
college level.

awarded a license to practice
nursing as a practical nurse.
"Nursing is a highly technical,
sophisticated and exacting
sciebce," said Stuart Poston,
hospital administrator, "and
recognizing our nurses on this

special day is an appropriatre
way of focusing public attention
on the many contributions they
make to our nation's heUlth care
aucl in providing comfort, solace
and education to those in their
care."

Drew Buhler of Clarksville,
Tenn., a 21-year-old junior at
Murray State University, has
been selected as the editor in
chief for the 1987 Shield, the
campus yearbook.
Buhler, who has a double major in pubic relations and
political science, has served on
the yearbook staff for three
years. As a freshman he was a
staff writer, and for the past two
years he has been the album
editor and organizations editor.
He has also worked In the Office of University Information
Services as a student writer.
Buhler was recently elected to
serve as one of two representatives of the College of Fine
Arts and Communication on the
Student Senate of Student
Government Association.
His other activities include
Student Ambassador, president
fo Pi Sigma Alpha political
science honorary fraternity,
vice president of Omicron Delta
Kappa honor society and
membership in the campus
chapter of The Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta
Chi.
He also serves Sigma Chi
social fraternity as treasurer
and has held office as its editor
and secretary.
•Noting that more than 2,600
Students bought a 1986 yearbook,
Buhler said he hopes that, with
the same price and the continued quality of an award-

winning tradition, even more
students will purchase the book
In the fait
Other members of the Shield
staff for 1986-87 are:
Michelle Babb, Sacramento.
sports editor; Teresa Bragg,
Calvert City, writer; Mahotah
Creason, Benton, album editor;
Jeanne Curtis, Hayti, Mo.,
orgarirzations editor; Jennifer
Hart, Paducah, layout and

uesign editor, Richard Kratt,
Louisville, photographer; Jimmy Link, Clay, campus life
editor: Pan Loudy, Paris,
Tenn.. writer; James Straub,
Louisville, photographer; Susan
Warren. Ciao+, business
manager; and Rhonda Young,
Leitchfield, academics editor.
Frank Fazi and Dr. Bob
McGaughey will again serve as
co-advisers.

Refinance today!
Republic
rates are
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Keep on smoking
while you learn
to quit.
Smokenders
makes it easyf
Just give them one hour to prove it.
At a FREE Smokenders meeting you will learn
how to quit smoking. Easily. Forever. And in just
four weeks.
Without scare tactics, "cold turkey withdrawal",
hypnosis, "climbing the walls", shock treatments,
substitutes or willpower, and without gaining
weight. You can even keep on smoking while you
learn to quit!
Hundreds of thousands of people all over the
world have already quit smoking at Smokenders.
And you can, too. No matter how much or how
long you have smoked.
Hundreds of major corporations and hospitals

have chosen Smokenders to help their own employees put out their cigarettes for good.
It is the only smoking cessation program
accredited by the Council for Non-Collegiate Continuing Education.
Now, we are „making this outstanding program
available to you.
Join us for a FREE Smokenders meeting now.
You won't be under any pressure to enroll, so come
to the free meeting even if you aren't sure you want
to quit.
Bring your cigarettes, relax and light up. We'll
show you how to stop smoking for good. It could
change your life.

FREE INTRODUCTORY MEETINGS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Attend the one most convenient for you.
sponsored by

Upon completion of one of
these programs, the graduate
takes the State Board of Examinations for Licensure. Once
this has been completed successfully. the applicant obtains
a license to practice nursing as a
registered nurse.
Educational programs also
are available for training as a
licensed practical nurse
(L.P.N.). This require one year
of study in a vocational school
setting, and again, successful
completion of a State Board Examination is required.
Applicants successfully completing the examination are

:

Fisher-Price
East Penny Road - 1/4 mile east of Highway 641 North

THE CONFERENCE ROOM
TUESDAY, MAY 6th
7:00, 10:00 am, 2:30, 3:30, 5:30 or 7:30 pm
WEDNESDAY, MAY 7th
7:00, 8:00 am, 2:30, 4:00 or 7:00 pm

Read the
want ads daily
©Smokenders, Inc 1985
*ore
.1 so
=moo

For infdrmabon about programs for your group or company, call 1-000-323-1126
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One of state's biggest
milk producers quitting
SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
( AP I — Dairy farmer
William Gallrein, who
says he has to deal more
and more with
"problems and
headaches," is selling
his cows and getting out
of the dairy business.
He is among 399 dairy
farmers in the state who
are accepting federal
payments in an effort to
reduce milk production
by 12.3 billion pounds
nationally.
Gallrein. who is considered among the biggest milk producers in
the state, has been milking more than 400 cows
and selling $700,000
worth of milk a year.
But he says it's
becoming "more difficult to deal with all the
problems and
headaches for the
returns you get out of
it
So he is selling off his
herd in Shelby County
and plans to turn to beef
cattle and raising tobacco, hay and grain.

The goal of the buyout
is to reduce federal purchases of cheese and
other dairy products.
The purchases are
designed to keep prices
received by dairy
farmers from falling
below support levels.
They have been costing
taxpayers more than $2
billion annually.
But Gallrein doesn't
think the buyout will
work.
Dairy farmers may
feed more to cows with
low grain prices, causing production to increase. And he 'Li3PS improved nutrition and
scientific advances may
also add productions
,
Dairymen had to bid
to get into the new program, with buyout contracts going to farmers
willing to accept the
lowest payments.
Rufus Clater. another
Shelby County dairy
farmer, said he got into
the program because
the government "is cutting us back on price"
and "saying one way or

another we're going to
drive you out."
James A. LeCompte,
also a dairy farmer in
Shelby County, said the
federal payments he'll
receive will cover his
farm debts. "If! have to
get a part-time job. I'll
still have the farm and
scratch out a little" income. he said.
Gallrein, 55, is giving
up..:the dairy operation
for something less
complex.
"It's hard to see a profit in much of
anything," he said.
He produces about 6
million pounds of milk a
year, meaning he'll
receive about $900,000.
The federal program requires that he stay out of
the dairy business for at
least five year.
But ,Gallrein is not
selling his equipment.
His son, William
Gallrein Jr.. who helps
run the 1.250-acre farming operation, may
resume milking when
the program expires.

U.S. grain having little problem
meeting current export standards
WASHINGTON AP )
— Reports by the
Agriculture Department show U.S. grain is
having little problem
meeting current federal
quality standards as it
moves into the export
market.
The reports were
recently sent to Congress, which is looking
at the possibility of
tightening the grain

standards, which critics
say are too loose .to
maintain good quality
control.
According to the
department's Federal
Grain Inspection Service, shipments of
wheat, corn and soybeans on the average in
1985 "met or exceeded
requirements" for the
grades specified by
commodity shippers.

Southern States

Ondulinea
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.

In the case of corn,
which represented 48
percent of the total of
3.55 billion bushels of
grain inspected for export last year, a comparison showed improvements from 1984 in
test weight, the amount
of broken kernels and
foreign material, and
damaged kernels. There
was an increase in
moisture content,
however.
Test weights for No. 2
grade of corn must be at
least 54 pounds per
bushel. To be No. 1, corn
must weigh at least 56
pounds. On the average,
corn checked by USDA
inspectors last year
tested 55.7 pounds per
bushel as it was cleared
for export. No. 3 corn,
which has a minimum of
52 pounds, averaged 55.9
pounds.

Paducah livestock
auction reported
Cattle 324 Calves to
last week Slaughter
Steers and Heifers
untested, Cows
steady-1.00 higher. Bulls
Steady, Calves and
vealers untested, feeder
steers steady -1.00
higher, heifers 2.00-3.00
higher
SLAUGHTER COWS:
Breaking Utility and
Commercial 2-4
3.1..2.5-'15 00 Individnai
41.00, Cutter and Boning
Utility 1-3 32.75-37.00,
Cutter 1-2 30.00-33.75
SLAUGHTER
BULLS: Yield grade „1--2
890-1570 lb. indicating
77-79 Carcass boning
percent 39.00-40.75

•

Danny Adams, left, Marvin Lassiter are shown examining Marvin's crop
residue cover after planting second year no-till corn on Paul Lassiter's farm
near Taylor Store area. The 1985 no-till corn crop for this field yielded 147
bushels per acre. Marvin Lassiter, who has been a cooperator with the
Calloway County Conservation District since 1989, has planted 1,200 acres of
no-till corn on land that he owns and operates for the 88 year.

Commodity prices at farm still
weak in face of huge stockpiles
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Commodity prices at
the farm continue to
show weakness in the
face of huge stockpiles,
declining exports and
uncertainty about the
future.
A preliminary report
issued Wednesday by
the Agriculture Department said that prices
farmers get for crops
and livestock, on the
average, dropped 1.6
percent in April. That
put the USDA's price index at 9.1 percent below
a year ago.
Earlier this week, the
department said April 1
stockpiles of grain were
up sharply from a year
ago, including a 50 percent increase in the corn
inventory and a 27 percent gain in wheat
stocks.
The report Wednesday by the department's
Agricultural Statistics
Board said the April
price decline was most-

ly the result of lower
prices for eggs, cattle,
hogs, wheat and milk.
Higher prices for lettuce, potatoes and
tomatoes offset part of
the decline for the other
commodities.
Prices paid by
farmers to meet expenses were said in
April to be down 1.8 percent from February and
2.4 percent below April
1985. Because of government spending cutbacks, the board shifted
after the February
report to quarterly

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Questions about the
quality of American
grain sold to foreign
buyers are being raised
again in Congress by
critics who say the
United States is losing

753-1423

Paint Sale
—
*Con be installed directly over old
roofing
•Corrugated Asphalt Roofing
•Limit,-d lifetime Warranty

$9.47
Per Sheet

50%

$35.99
Mat. Sq.

Stock Colors:
White, Brawn, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green
Industrial Rd.

753-1423

Off

•Exterior Oil Base Paint
•Exterior Metal Building Paint
•Interior Latex Paint
•Enamel
•Insectaway Interior Latex Paint
Anti-Insect

Make your water heater
take the wrap
Go ahead and wrap your electric water heater in insulation. An insulated water
heater uses less electricity and saves you money. It's simple. Just ask us for
a
copy of How To Insulate Your Electric Water Heater. It's Free!
Here's another hint. Keep your water heater's thermostat set low. Set it at 140
degrees if you have a dishwasher, 120 degrees if you do not.
Remember, only your heating and cooling systems use more electricity than
your water heater. So the more you help your water heater, the more it will
help you That about wraps it up.

TVA

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most
Coopfo
r your money.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Corp.
753-5012
The people who bring you electricity

According to the
preliminary April
figures, based mostly on
mid-month averages,
the farm prices of
livestock and livestock
products dropped 3 percent from March_ and
averaged 5.9 percent
below a year ago. Crop
prices rose 0.9 percent
from March but still
averaged 11 percent
below a year ago.

Questions about quality
being raised in Congress

Southern States
Industrial Rd.

figures for prices paid
by farmers. The next
report will be released
July 31.

credibility as a provider
of the best that farmers
produce.
Many in the grain
trade, including some
large companies that
buy and export wheat,
corn and soybeans, have
claimed that often the
complaints are
generated by foreign
buyers looking for better prices.
But U.S. exports are
down and the world
grain trade is highly
competitive, so the problem is getting another
look.
Lawmakers and industry representatives
said Thursday the
prime cause of the complaints is outdated grain
standards that make it
legal for exporters to
dilyte clean, high quality grain with dust,
dirt and broken or wet
kernels to maximize
their profits.
Exporters say buyers
don't want to pay the
price for the best
grades, and they would
be foolish not to maximize their profits under
the law.
Exporters
acknowledged some
quality problems havO
arisen from bad
weather in 1984‘and 1985
that led to high moisture
content and spoilage.

FEEDERS:
STEERS: Medium No. 1
360-490 lb. 57.00-72.00,
500 lb. 65.00, Medium
No. 2 505-550 lb.
57.00-65.00, Small No. 1
335 lb. 53.50, Medium
No. 1 Bulls 300-400 lb.
60.00-67.00, 400-500 lb.
54.00-60.00,
HEIFERS: Medium
and Large No. 1 300-400
lb. 57.00-59.00, 400-500 lb.
5.1_00-60.50, 500.600 -lb.
50.00-53.50, Medium No.
2 305-420 lb. 55.00-56.00.,
530 lb. 47.50
STOCK COWS and
CALVES: Medium No. 1
475.00-485.00 with 150 lb.
Calves at side of 4-6 year
old cows.

Jackson says Lyng
plans Missouri trip
WASHINGTON (AP I
— According to the Rev.
Jesse Jackson,
Agriculture Secretary
Richard E. Lyng has accepted an invitiation to
visit Missouri. where
militant, hard-pressed
farmers are rallying
against administration
policies.
But Lyng's office says
the visit is not certain
and that the secretary
may go to Missouri later
if the occasion presents
itself.
Jackson told
reporters after an hourlong meeting in the
secretary's office
Thursday that Lyng's
visit to Missouri "tould
help break the bottleneck of the rat in the
well" and free up more
relief through Farmers
Home Administration
loans.
"He said he will go,"
Jackson said. "The only
question is when. He
will go."
Floyd Gaibler, an aide
to Lyng, said Jackson
was told that Lyng had
some trips scheduled
later this summer and
"may try to work it in
then" or decide to send

another person. Also,
Jackson had asked Lyng
to visit black farmers in
North Carolina but was
told that someone else
would make the trip, he
said.
Groups of farmers
have picketed the
FmHA county office in
Chillicothe,. Mo., since
March 17, urging that
the agency's supervisor,
David Stollings, be
replaced because he is
not sympathetic to the
economic plight of
farmers.
Jackson said Lyng's
visit also would show
farmers everywhere
that the federal government cares about their
heavy debts and other
financial problems.
We would hope that
the adminstration would
not just preside over the
mass funerals of
farmers and blow taps
on their graves,"
Jackson said.
Jackson has been trying to enroll hard-hit
farmers in his Rainbow
Coalition, emphasizing
that blacks and whites,
rural and urban, have
the same needs and
concerns.

Typical definition no
longer applies to 'farm'
WASHINGTON I AP )
— Say the word "farm"
and a picture pops instantly to mind: fields of
corn, a barnyard full of
chickens, a barn and a
silo, a small white clapboard house at the end
of a long dirt lane.
It is a picture out of
the past. one reinforced
countless times for
America's non-farm
majority by books,
movies and drives
through the
countryside.
The problem, according to agriculture
policymakers, is that
the picture bears little
resemblance to reality
these days. While there
remain some of those
small, diversified
operations that gave
rise to our popular conception, there no longer
is any such thing as a
typical farm.
"It means everything
in general and nothing
in particular," says

Stewart's Truck
Equipment, Inc.
1517 East 9th St.
Hopkinsville, Ky. (502) 886-1103

20 Yrs. Distributor Sale
Livestock, Gooseneck,
Equipment and Horse Trailers
Reduced Prices on Special
Order Trailers and Trailers
in Stock
— Limited Offer -Time is Running Out!
West Kentucky's No. 1 W-W
Distributor for 20 Years

Dave Harrington, an
analyst for the
Agriculture Department's Economic
Research Service,
quoted in a recent issue
of the USDA magazine
Farmline.
The department still
has an official definition
of what constitutes a
farm, unchanged since
1974 despite the massive
changes that have taken
place in the world of
agriculture since then.
Any operation producing and selling at least
31.000 a year worth of
agricultural products
meets that definition,
and there are 2.3 million
of them in the United
States.
But as Harrington
points out, that could
mean anything from a
multimillion-dollar cotton operation sprawling
over thousands of
Arizona acres to a dozen
apple trees and a roadside stand in Virginia.
The question of what
really constitutes a
farm is an important
one for those who wrestle with the complexities
of agriculture policy.
"Too broad a definition begets a blurred vision that can distort
perceptions of farming's financial status, its
size and its place in
American society,"
Harrington says in the
article. "And it can conceal significant distinctions among different
types of farms."
He notes-that there is
a growing split between
large and small farms,
with the changes
brought about by increasing specialization
and economies of scale.
Some 80 percent of the
farms now produce
nearly 90 percent of U.S.
crops and livestock.
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Robert Alda, 72, dies Saturday
LOS ANGELES (AP) tor Alan Alda, died
at his first and last names
— Robert Alda, the his Los Angeles home
for a stage pseudonym
stage and screen actor Saturday night, two
and worked many years
who created the role of years after suffering a
in New York theater. He
Sky Masterson in "Guys stroke from which he
created the role of the
and Dolls," and began never fully recovered,
flashy gambler Masterhis film career starring Robert Zarem, the son's
son in the musical
as George Gershwin in
New York publicist, "Guys and Dolls"
on
1945's "Rhapsody in said Sunday.
Broadway. Marlon
Blue," has died at age
Born Alfonso d'Abruz- Brando portrayed
the
72.
zo in 1914, Alda combin- character in the
1955
Aida, the father of ac- ed the first two letters of
movie.

He married Joan
Browne, now deceased,
who gave birth to Alan
Aida in 1938 in New
York. Eventually, Aida
took his family to
Hollywood.

coordinator for the elections in Texas were
LaRouche organization the first since the one
in
and one of the group's Illinois in whic
h
unsuccessful congres- LaRouche followers
sional candidates.
were nominated as
"You have to look at Democrats for lieutethe fact that in spite of nant governor
and
the vicious, malicious, secretary of state.
lying slander (against
But the nine
LaRouche candidates) Democrats and one
... we're still getting 15 Republican seeking conto 30 percent," he said.
gre.ssional seats in
Saturday's primary Texas were soundly
defeated, and the only

SAT test draws blanks

ing college students who
NEW YORK (AP)
Question No. 9 — the one took the Scholastic Apabout fractions and titude Test, the Educabrackets and something tional Testing Service
called an R-pair — was said.
tough enough, but when
7,500 students turned to
Most of the 300,000
page 22 for the next probably will be offered
question on the college a free make-up exam:
board exam, they drew an ETS official said Suna real blank.
day, because even those
Pages 22 and 25 con- who received flawle
ss
tained nothing but white booklets might have
space on about one in 40 been distracted by their
,of the exams handed out classmates' dilem
ma
Saturday to an and proctors' attemp
ts
estimated 300,000 aspir- to solve it.

Czech government
expels two Swedes
P R A.G U E ,
Czechoslovakia (AP) —
The government is expelling two Swedish
diplomats following the
expulsion by Sweden
last week of five
Czechoslovaks who
were suspected of spying, the official news
agency CTK said today.
The news agency said
Hagard 'Westermark,
first secretary at the
Swedish Embassy and
Benkt Olof Cnattingius,
the commercial
counsellor, were being
asked to leave

Czechokslovakia within
10 days.
Sweden last 'Friday
announced it was expelling four Czechoslovak
diplomats and a
representative of CSA,
the national airline, for
allegedly attempting to
steal military and industrial secrets.
CTK said the Swedes
were being told to leave
Czechoslovakia
"because of activity
which is incompatible
with their diplomatic
calling."

His Gershwin role
landed him a contract
with Warner Bros. in
1945.

LaRouche candidate for
statewide office — Noel
Cowling of Dublin —
was trounced 4-to-1 by
state Agriculture Commissioner Jim
Hightower in the
Democratic primary.
Two LaRouche candidates were unopposed
in the Democratic congressional primary in
Houston districts held
by popular Republicans.

Midler sues Ford
DETROIT (API —
Singer-actress Bette
Midler has sued Ford
Motor Co., claiming a
song in one of the
automaker's commercials sounds too mush
like a tune she recorded
in 1972.
The ad, created by
Young & Rubicam Inc.
for Ford's Lincoln*,
Mercury Division,
features the song "Do
You Want To Dance?"
Ford spokesman James
Traynor said Friday.
"There are a number
of claims ( in the
lawsuit) based on

Ford's use of another
recording of a song
(Midler) previously
recorded in 1972,"
Traynor said.
"We are aware of the
suit," Traynor said.
"Our policy is not to
comment on pending
lawsuits. I will say Ford
bought all the rights and
obtained the proper
releases to use the
song."
Traynor said the
agency also was named
in the suit filed Tuesday
in U.S. District Court in
Los Angeles.

`TornAID' benefit planned
for north Kentucky victims •
COVI

NGTON, Ky.
(AP)
Groups in northern Kentucky are
planning a May 10
benefit to raise money
for victims of the March
10 storms that damaged
hundreds of buildings
and homes.
The effort — known as
"TornAID" — is being
sponsored by the cities
of Covington and.
Newport, along with
Northern Kentucky

Now as low as...
his is not just an
introductory offer.

Area musicians will
gather at Mick Noll's
Covington Haus, a
restaurant. Organizers
hope to raise $3,000 by
selling tickets.
Storer Cable will
carry the concert and
hopes to raise $12,000
from viewers.

and new customers.
This is not an introductory
offer. It is the regular low price
you'll pay from now on. month
after month. Now you can enhance
the quality olyour life by adding
The Disney Channel. At this price.
you really can't afford to pass it up.

The Disney Channel is the
fastest growing pay channel in America.
Subscribers continue to join the
Disney family every day. For this reason, we are able to lower the price of
The Disney Channel to our current

THE DISNEY CHANNC-1

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! There's never been a better time to get The Disne

y Channel

University, Storer Cable
and the Interfaith Commission of Northern
Kentucky.

DST

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

/
1 2 Price Installation
CABLE

\..151•N

Bel-Air Center

753-5005
*The Ensno Channel price does not include busu cble TI seri
ice,,
tACatixxxVi wait Dmnery P,oduct.ons

WAREHOUSEr
FOODS

4-4

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Northern

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
or Mt. Dew

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

t!".• it II

Jelly

-

2 Lb. Jar

80

C.td4.14/3
OlVj
l'CrICUIRP
r 3t1P1 .1110

--2.`•?!

t

wi,ners

BOLOGNA
kik

Frito-Lay

Potato Chips

_
potato

88°
/
1
2 Gal

109

Reelfoot Bacon

12 Oz

99'

Trail Blazer

Dog Food

Faultless Lite

Win-You Cherry

Starch

Pie Filling

22 Oz. Can •

Field Pro-Leaguer

Wieners

Bologna

Plus Deposit — Limit Two

Turner Ice Milk
11,17

Field

•

99°
Smucker's Grape
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The Disney Channel
price has been
reduced like

LaRouche candidates lose in Texas
DALLAS (AP) —
Although major candidates backes1 by Lyndon LaRouche failed to
win any political races
in Texas' primaries,
they put up a good showing, a supporter of the
extremist politician
says.
"I'm pretty pleased
overall," said Harley
Schlariger, Southwest

MONDAY, MAY 5, 1151

20 Lb.

$
2
29
88

69°*

120z.

p.

-

Reelfoot

Lard

21 Oz.

24 Lb. Pail

99°

$826
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CLASSIFIEDS
2 .otice
*2 SHINGLES- $15.96 sq
Mid -South Wholesale
Building. 342 East
Washington. Paris, 901642-2552

2

No.tice

BARRETT Service
Center has Monroe
heavy duty shocks for
$8.88.200 N 4th St
753-6001

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
Cable Ch. 32
WNKJ HopitInsvillo

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

2

Notice
CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
Is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
newer
of
the
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
''1roe local claim sertlee"

,4

- _

•

Mirrray Ledger & Times
2

Notice

T'AMS Cake Hut. when
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Their decorating is superb. Best of all
their prices are great.
So give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
you did. 759-4492 or
437-4455 evenings.
O KAY SONS &
D AUGHTERS do
something different &
special for mom this
Mothers Day- order her
a specially decorated
heart cake from PAM'S
CAKE HUT for only
$6.50. Just call 759-4492
between
8a.m. 8r 3p.m.
SLUMAER SLIM..
Slumber Slim.. Slumber
Slim.. Lose weight
while you sleep-. The
Amazing Natural
Amino Acid Dietary
Supplement as seen on
TV for $19.95. Available
at your Local Drug
Store for only $9.95!!!!
56 tablets/4 week
supply

,•2

Notice

WALLACE'S U -Pick. 9
acres of strawberries.
50 cents a quart. Open
Tues.. Thurs. & Sat
7a.m. Sun. 1-5p.m. 7530195, N. 16th & Poor
Farm Rd.
5. Lost and Found
LOST glasses, triple
focal, in brown case.
Lost around Jerry's or
West View Nursing
home. Call 753-2817.
LOST in vicinity of
Hazel- setter bird dog.
orange ticked, answers
to Dan. Call 492-8220.

10. Business Opportunity
14r6INESS for sale- Sun
Lovers Salon. For informationcall 759-9671.

-1 4 . Want to Buy
WANT car or truck
motor and automatic
transmission in good
running condition. 1974
or older. reasonable.
436-5806.
15. Articles -for Sale

24 .

Miscellaneous

NEW John Dee* lawn
& garden tractors- 650 &
750, bargain priced at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Road 753-1319.
NEW shipment of
Madame Alexander
dolls. Big selection.
Starting prices on small
dolls $32. Factory suggested retail on all
dolls. Youth Center. gn
S. 1st. St., Union City,
TN. 901-885-5401.
ODD jobs- builds decks,
patios: tree trimming.
Phone 436-2904.
OFFICE FURNITURENEW shipment of
shelving- 1 load computer desks, storage
cabinets, desks, chairs,
files, etc. 442-4302, Cryts
Used Office Furniture.
1016 Jefferson St..
Paducah, Ky.
PEACOCKg- $65 a pair.
Also. Sears pool, 4x24,
holds over 1300 gallons
of water, complete except for liner, $250. Call
435-4365 after 5p.m.
PROTECT your investment put a rubber
bed mat in your new
picku•up truck. Stokes
,Tractor 753-1319.
PUSH -MOWERS SELF-PROPELLED HIWHEEL- cheap or
expensive- whatever
your needs! See us
before you buy. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
PUSH mower- used less
than 1 yr.. cast
aluminum. 21-- $75.
759-4005.
SADDLE UP A HORSE
WHEEL HORSE of
course at Stokes Trac•
tor, Industrial Road
753-1319.
SELF propelled mower,
almost new, $95.
22".
759-4005.
SPECIAL- Blade- belt &
clutch for Snapper 30
mower- reg. price
$38.96, sale price for all
3 parts $19.95 while they
last! Stokes Tractor
753-1319.
SPLIT firewood, $25 a
rick or $5 for 100 Call
492-8936.
TARPAULIN- 12 x1R $75. 759-4005.
WE have good clean 55
gal. drums. $6 each. AG
Brokers, Industrial Rd.
753-4533.
WE repair all makes of
lawn mowers! Best
service in town! Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.

32. Apts for

Rent

2 BR apt., refrigerator,
range, dishwasher,
disposal. Lease & deposit required. $285 a
month. Call 759-1503.
2 BR duplex with carport on Stadium View
Dr. Central heat and
air, all appliances.
carpeted, deposit rf•
quired. No petb.
Married couples
preferred. Available
May 1. 753-1799 after
5p.m.
BR duplex in Northwood, carpeting. appliances. central
heat/air, $285 per
month. Call 759-44436.
3 BR duplex apt. on
Dodson Ave Phone
753-1408.
FURNISHED apts.
Ranting now- available
in May. Adults only- no
pets. Zimmerman
Apartments, S. 16th St.,
75316609.
MTIR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NOW renting 2 BR apts.
at Embassy and 1 BR
apts. at other locations.
Days 753-0268. nights
753-3530.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near_downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
Opportunity.
VACANT 2 BR town
house. 2 BR duplex. 2
BR apt. Also, furnished
mobile, city. Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898

12 3/4" PLYWOOD
4'x8' sheets only $9.25.
Mid South Wholesale
PAM'S CAKE HUT is
Building; 342 East
the place to call the next
6. Help Wanted
Washington; Paris; 901 .
time you need a cake for
APPLICATIONS are 642 2552.
any reason. They make
now being taken for 4'x8' TREATED latticecakes of all kinds
part-time dispatcher at $14.95 ea.
including character and
Mid South
the Murray Police De- Wholsale
novelty -cakes. -RI call
Building; 342
partment. Persons in- East Washington;
759-4492 or 437-4455 410
terested should see Sgt.
Main on Court square.
Paris; 901.642 2552.
Bill ,McDougal. Murray
CityHall. K IRBY vacumn cleaners,
7 : 30a.m.•3 : 30p.m. new and reconditioned.
A Bad Time For
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mon.-Fri.
PREGNANCY?
EASY ASSEMBLY 6th and Walnut, Mayfield.
Call
measure
WORK! $714.00 per 100. 247-4704.
25 Anger
Guaranteed payment. NINJA and Karate suits.
HOUSE
LIFE
27 Egyptian
No sales. Details-- send Martial Art supplies.
753-0700
singing girl
stamped ,envelope: Jerry's Sporting Goods,
1 506 Chestnut
31 Cry of cow
Elan- 332. 3418 En- 6th and Walnut, Mayfield.
5 Forecast
16 Poem
32 Synopses of
terprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl. 247 4704.
6 Either
18 Become
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
33482.
plays
7 Piller
aware of
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON EEDERAL. State & refrigerator with tex34 Negative
DOWN
8 Allowance for
20 Crude metal
prefix
Civil Jobs now availa- tured steel door, only
waste
22 Priest's
35 Drunkard
ble. Call 1-201-586-2556 18.00 per week. Rudolph
1 Dry, as wine
9 The whole
vestment
36 Sn is its
ext. 16A5 24 hours for Goodyear 753 0595.
2 Time gone by
affair
23 Hue
symbol
info.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
3 Timid
10 Zodiac sign
24 Artificial
37 At home
GOVERNMENT jobs. duty washer with 4
4 Bristle
11 Animal's foo
/ language
$16.040- $59,230 /yr. cycles, only $6.00 per
26 Amuse
1
2
3
4
5
Now hiring. Call 805-687- week. Rudolph
6
7
8
9
10 11
28 Chinese
6000 Ext. R-8155 for Goodyear, 753 0595.
distance
current federal list.
12
measure
14
UU
13UUUU
NEED babysitter for 16. Home Furnishings•
29 Drudges
school
age child in my BEDROOM suite- full
30
15
Anglo-Saxon
16
17
18
home I Kirksey area I. size bed 8r chest. Can be
slaves
Send resume with re- seen at 128 Riviera.
32 The sun
19
20
21
ferences to P.O. Box tiRASS BED iKingsize
33 Succor
1258. Murray, Ky. 42071.
35 Talk
complete with firm
22
23
24
25
27 28 29 30
NOTICE- Experienced orthopedic mattress
39 Note of scale
U26
Life & Health agent, set. Never used, still in
40 Projecting
32
33
Monumental Life, 128 carton. Cost over 51200.
arm moved
31UU
34. Houses for Rent
year old company, is must sell, $385 cash':
by a cam
34
35
2 BEDROOM home.
36
now expanding its sales Call 1-554.0462.
37
41 Three-toed
available June 1st
force in Mayfield & SOFA hide -a -bed.
sloth
Phone 753-9021.
Murray area. We offer a avocado green with
40
44 Printing
41
38 U 39
complete fringe benefit brown, some gold &
2 BR, near college, $200
mold colloq
package and an excel- orange, $65. 759-4005.
month plus deposit. Call
42
46 Lampreys
43
44
lent starting salary. WHIRLPOOL heavy
753-0076.
48 Pecans.
Please send resume to duty dryer with 3 temp
3 BR. 1 bath, brick
cashews. e g
45
46
47
48
P.O. Box 601. Mayfield. selections,
home in city. Call
49 Neckpiece
only $4.00
Ky. 42066 or call per week. Rudolph
753-2375 and leave
50 Yearly abbr
49
50
51
52
53
54 • 55 56
443-0028.
number.
51-..Series of
Goodyear, 753-0595.
i‘ft1.king ap
3 BR house on
60
--pirV
- atio'hs for re19. Farm Equipment
Sycamore. Lease or
52 Topple (over)
0
o
ceptionist & phone girl,
lease with option to buy.,,
54 Joint
*
A-Farmall tractor.
0
62
full
or
part-time.
Call
63
Call
753-4109 or 762-6650
55 Room in
61UU
disk,
plows
&
cultivatelr,
for an appointment
or 436-2844.
harem
$1500. Call 492-8894 after
502-247-6577
or
502-247"Now, here's a feature you folks would
56 Informer
3 BR house, 12 miles
1986 Uni ad Feature Syndicate
8604.
slang
east of Murray. Garden
Farmall tractor, new
Voila!
A
tree
...
right
off
the
enjoy
really
59 Calcium
space. Gas furnished.
paint, excellent condiHELP AVAILABLE TO
oedroom."
master
symbol
Deposit required. $175
tion, with plow & disc.
CARE FOR ELDERLY
month. Call 436-2576.
new tires. $1300. Call
IN THEIR HOME
AVAILABLE June 15th,
'Horn• Health Aide's
436-2206.
4 BR brick, great
trained to provide qualiPERTILIZER• Plant
I NEVER REALIZED'
location, $500 month
ty care
bed- ammonia nitrateLOE NAP 50 MUCH
Other units available
'Wages negotiated by
6-24-24 Special prices.
now. Coleman Real
INFLUENCE
employer
Shoemaker Seed Inc
Estate 753-9898.
'Hours flexible
4th & Chestnut.
ARE
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
TWO bedroom, very
'References provided
PRESENT
20. Sports Equipment
Call Calloway County
GOOD 12x60 mobile nice, close to MSU.
Appliances. Call 753Senior Citizen Center
home, $2800. Call 753REMINGTON
1100
12
(502)753-0929.
0718 or 753-4478.
gauge 3" magnum. Call 4808.
SEVERAL 10' & 12' 37. Livestock-Supplies
PROSPERITY for 435-4280.
mobile homes. Ideal for
women SE womens SCUBA equipment.
tank, regulator, de- lake or rental, furnished P ERFORMANCE
groups 8r senior citizen
or unfurnished, AC. TESTED Simmental
groups. From your pth/pressure gauge.
and Maine -Anjou
Negotiable:-753-5209.
backpack.
$200.
TIAE. COMUNICATION
Call
home part-time earn
DID YOU
WERE YOU
crossbred service age
753-5824.
5700-57000 per month.
ALL GOOD
KNOW TNAT ?
TALKING
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
bulls. Only the very top
Help us introduce a new
RELATIO06141PS ARE
TO ME ?
performance bulls offurnished,
BR,
OR
3
2
idea
in your area. For 22.Musical
E:45ED ON GOOD
AC/natural gas. Shady fered for sale. All bulls
women by -women! No
health tested and
COMMUNICATION
orders, make no long P.A. Peavey XR 600B. Oaks 753-5209.
guaranteed Broadbent
sales presentations, mixer amp., 6 channel VOR rent- nice 2 BR Farms, Cadiz, KY.
carry no inventory & do equalizer. 9 band: 2 trailer, near Murray. No 42211 (Day) 235-5182
no billing. Make no SP -3 speakers. Call pets. Call 489-2611.
Night 235-5170.
arti
deliveries or col- 492-8873.
MOBILE home for rent.
_
lections. A womans
2 small bedrooms. Re- 38: Pets-Supplies
4;:itt4PII*114,*
IOU;
dream. You Sr your 24. Miscellaneous
aonable. Call 753-5536_
ARC registered Great
friends will love it. 19 DEEP freeze, chest
I
147isis 401iDane puppies.- $200
Great fund raiser. For type, lounge chair. Call 30. Business Rentals
each. Call 901-642-4361
igtt Uryled Feature Syndlocale ,
1 1C
\Mai' 56:71information call: Jack- 759-4842 after 5:30p.m
5
COMMERCIAL build
ter
f
a
son Purchase Area 402 STAINLESS steel
any
for
suitable
ing,
5p.m.
LOOK ON THE
Consumer Response sinks- $29.50. Mid-South
Can
be
business.
kind
of
BRIGHT SIP,
Group, Rt. 6 Box 57, Wholesale Building; 342
41. Public Sales
Murray, Ky. 42071. 502- East Washington. seen at 621 S 4th or call
JON
759 1144.
753-0299 or 502-759-1145.
Paris: 901-642-2552.
RN needed. full-time 7x16 GARAGE door.
11-7. Employee would $200. truck topper for
CREEK VIEW
be scheduled every short wheel base. $100.
SELF
weekend off. Apply in Call after 5p m.
person at Care Inn, 4th 759-4429.
STORAGE
& Indiana, Mayfield. CRAZY Kong- comFri. May 2
Hwy. 641 N.
Ky. or call 247-0200.
mercial type arcade
24 Hr. private entrance
thru May 7
SECRETARY needed. game, excellent condi753-6734
experience necessary. tion. Phone 759-1029
From Murray take 94
Also, diesel truck Coming
E to Hwy. 497. 12
soon TORO at
mechanic. Now accept32.Apts for Rent
miles, follow signs.
Stokes Tractor.
ing applications. Dun
stereo,
Furniture,
ON'T work like a 2 BEDROOM furnished
Truck
can's
Service
WHEN BEETLE
horse this summer put a apt , close to campus.
Wilson golf clubs.
759-4034.
COMES ATME
Wheel Horse to work for No pets. Avail. May 9.
dishes, clothes, misc.
SUBSTITUTE GRANyou! See at 'Stokes $170 per month. Call
I'M GOING TO
Rain or Shine.
,4)MOTHER. ResponsiTractor
753.1319.
753-5980
FLIP 1-1IM!
,ble. dependable. non
smoking person, with GARDEN carts &
own transportation to trailers- special price
care for newborn infant. during May. Stokes
References required! Tractor 753-1319.
Season passes for the Murray
Position available late LARGE. large, large
selection of storage
July. Mon. thru Fri
Calloway County Swimming
.m. to 5p.m. Senti buildings in stock for
resume. to P.O. Box Immediate delivery.
Pool
may be purchased now
Acree Portable
1040-B. Murray. Ky.
through
pool opening (Memorial
Mayfield,
Buildings.
WENDY'S is now accepting applications for Ky. 502-247-7831.
weekend).
Day
Family passes
daytime employment. MELEX golf cart, 4
$65, single passes $35.
<NOW a/HA"' lap
wheels, excellent con( YES I'LL GIVE
Apply at 1111 Chestnut.
(7),-1-1ER5 5 L
( YOU AN IDEA
Passes may be purchased at
L accepting ap- dition. Call 753-3506
AT Ti-dE OFctcE
plications for shop MINI shop, portable,
•
the
Park Office, 10th & Payne St.
1
2x1
6.
new,
custom
mechanic Tuesday May
6th between Ra.m.-12 built. For information
Phone
753-7640.
noon. Apply in person- call 753-0299
'eS'
'
'21i
Murray Rental & Sales.
PUBLIC NOTICE
9. Situation Wanted
A budget hearing will be held by Calloway County Fiscal Court
CHRISTIAN lady will
at the Courthouse on May 13, 1988 at 1:00 p.m. for the purpose of
do babysitting in your
obtaining comments, written or oral from citizens regarding the
home & light housework
if desired Babies thru
proposed budget for 1986-87.
school age. I do not
County of Calloway
smoke or drink Call
Summary of Proposed Budget
753-3991.
1 Algonquian
Indian
4 Flashy fellow
colloq
9 High
mountain
12 The self
13 Mistake
14 Meadow
15 Small wolf
17 Loud roar
19 Wall border
21 Tellurium
symbol
22 Land

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Finished
41 Bar item
42 New York
State canal
43 Click beetle
44 Go wide of
the mark
45 Cnptuttong
47 Sicilian
volcano
49 Kind of
container
53 Writer
57 WaVtirigton
bill
58 Permitted
60 Mountain on
Crete
61 Emmet
62 Bridges
63 Opportune

UU

UUU

UUUU

UUUUU

dIU

.U•59

U.

25
w.EN
cwILDREN

eimAti

?1111

AFTER
MOVING
SALE

Pre Season Sale

)

9/%4611
-‘ /#'Xxx,..00
,
401
'
4

45 PR/NCE REX 8/7E5
TAIE Ir/DVAPPER'S

I will do house cleaning.
Experienced. De.
pendable. References
Call 753-0043.
WILL stay with elderly
day or night or oni.
vacation time, Will
consider live-in. Also.
clean houses. Call for
references & rates anytime Phone No. 753.
4500.
WOMAN would like
houses or offices to
Reasonable
clean
rates Good references
Call anytime 753-4500.

Gen. & LGEA
Rev.
Road
Sharing
General Government
$388,573
Protection, Persons-Prop. 13,100
Gen. Health & Sanitation
19,500
Social Services
19,550
Rec. & Culture
29,500
Administration
160,635
Capital Projects
16,000
Contigency & Transfers
94,978
Roads
871,943
Juvenile Support

Jail &
Other

4,800
156,102
4,500
4,000
40,500
7,000
2,000

8.200
20,000

as

MONDAY, MAY II, NMI

CLASSIFIEDS
38. Pets -Supplies
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44. Lots for Sale

46. Homes for Sale
49. Used Cars
52. Boats-Motors
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
REGISTERED Pointer LOT on Anderson BY owner1984 628 MAZDA, air, '84 GLASSTRON 15 ft.
reduced
by
STUMP
REMOVAL
Shores.
Call 382-2545.
bird dog puppies. For
MOWING, hauling, PATRTING =Taper
88,000. 3 BR brick, 1900 AM/FM tape cassette, ski boat, open bow, 125 HAULING. AG Lime, SERVICE. pruning,
will haul and spread.
more info. call 492-8607,
sq. ft., formal living & cruise, loaded, 28,000 Evinrude, some ac
planting, rota- hanging, commerical or
45. Farms for Sale
Mechanically removed
Call 492-8425.
leave a message please.
tilling. Brush piles. residential, Free esdining room, 2 baths, miles, $6900. Call 75:- cessories, $5350. Call
inches
10
below
the
INSULATION blown in
REX dog food- 21ef 18 ACRES pasture & large den, patio deck, 0569.
hedge rows, rubbish timates, References. 25
753-8512 753-6149
by Sears. TVA ap- surface, no damage to cleaned up. etc. Good years experience.
protein- 50 lbs. 17.25. choice building site on carport, TVA
1084 NISSAN Maxima,
insula
surroun
ding
lawn.
proved. Save on those
Shoemaker Seed Inc. Old Salem Rd., $20,000. tion, etc. 7 miles
prices. References. Call Tremon Farris 750-1987
from talks, stereo, 6
high heating and cool- Larry Wood 753-0211 or Jerry at. 750-9881 7 eve. ROOFING, Plumbing.
4th & Chestnut.
2 choice lots, $4500 ea. Murray on State speakers, power win- 53. Services Offered
ing bills. Call Sears 1-443-8882.
Concrete work, Ad527-0903.
r week.
highway, beautiful dows # doors, 5 speed
753-2310 for free UPHOLSTERY- re- NEED
23 PLUS acres Kirksey shaded, one acre lot. and more, 753-6836 after
with sprIng ditions, Painting,
P
ALUM
asonabl
41. Public Sales
rates
INUM
e
for
estimate.
General Carpentry.
area. 8 acres tillable, 1 Lower 50's. Call 5p.m.
cleaning
ve, furniture, basemen/ Will clean out P.A. Molony Co
plus acre pond, balance 489-2256, 753-7443.
ts, garages,
1084 THUNDERBIRD.
SERVICE CO. JAMES Interior & Ex- automoti
marine
upholst
ery.
terior painting. 12 years
Free
In timber. 753-6173 or CANTERBURY 22,000 miles. local owcarports, attics, will haul 753 - 8828
Aluminum and vinyl
Mid-South Upholstery,
experience. Call 43827 FAMILY
753-8248 after 6:30p.m.
trash and brush. Will do Estimates.
siding. Custom trim
Estates 1506 London ner. AC, power win,.410
S.
4th
753-8318.
St.
2962.
repair work. Have good
30 ACRES off 641 N., Drive, 3 large be- dows, seat & lock,
work. Reforencos.
YARD SALE
J.L. McKnight & Sons WET BASEMENT? We references. Call 753-0379 55. Feed and Seed
half cropland, wooded drooms, 2 baths, one AM/FM cassette, $8,
Call Will Ed Salley
make
wet
basemen
ts
Tues. & Wed.
ALFALFA hay Sawmill on Poor Farm
day or night.
scenic building site with with powder room; 000. Call 753-1863 'after
753-0601
Rd. Buyer of standing dry. Work completely
May 6th & 7th
bargain! Call 502-885well, septic, garage. large country kitchen 5p.m.
guarant
eed.
Call
or
5815.
satellite, 323.500. 527- with numerous '72 BUICK Skylark, 2 MEN want to do yard timber. Call 753-7528.
7 tN
write Morgan ConYearry's Tree
0903.
cabinets, pantry, built- runs good. Call after work. Tree trimming, JOINER'S complete struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
From Mayfield take
56.
Free Column
removal of unwanted tree service, 32 yrs. 409A, Paducah,
in desk; formal dining 5:30p.m. 437-4272.
Hwy. 80 East 2 46 Homes for Sale
Ky. & Yard Service
experi
ence.
Calico cat, fernAlso,
trees
&
NOVA,
'74
shrubbery
37,000 miles.
, mow
room; large living
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
From, EstIntotos
miles. Turn left at
ale,spade, almost 7
2 BR, 1 bath, frame house room; double foyer; '74 LTD 4-door, 56,000 yards, light hauling & stumps mechanically
WIEL
=
717I6
----r
roc
v
Piton* 436-2562
Hwy. 131 5 miles.
years
Ternmiles. N. 16th Poor wood for sale. Free es- removed 10" below
with attached garage on large family room with
sand, lime, rip rap and
peramental but
dolls, tools.
timates. 753.0680 or 759- surface. Call 753-0386.
large lot. l..ocated on fireplace; office-study; Farm Rd., white house.
492-6542
masonar
y
sand,
coal,
bicycles. glassware. antiLSE'S CARPET
friendly. Call 753-0739
Hwy. 68, 2 miles west of utility room; 7 large '77 CHRYSLER New 1683.
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
lExporlonmd
ques. toys. furnitum,
after 5p.m.
Fair Dealing. $25,000 closets; patio; circular
Yorker, $200. Call 492- ALL type masonry CLEANING. For all Call Roger Hudson.
children & adult clothes
firm. 354-8191.
work, block, brick, your carpet & upholstdrive; gas heat, electric 8873.
753-4545
753-6763.
or
Lots of misc.
2 BR home, large air conditioning. Priced '80 OLDSMOBILE concrete, driveways, ery cleaning. For a free
WELL pull
kitchen with refrigera- at only 889,000. 753-7533 Toronado, diesel, sidewalks, patios, house estimate call 7i3-5827.
motors. Also, transSatisfied
reference
s.
founda
tions
tor
range, storage for appointment.
new
loaded, $3600. Day -753mission work. Ex43. Real Estate
LICENSE
chimney
D
s
Electrici
building, low utilities, COUNTRY retreat In 8282 8a. m.-5p.m
or
an perienced. Call 436-2962.
chimney
nights
repair. 25 years ex- for residential and
M ACRES southwest of new roof, near the lovely wooded setting 247-6504
NEED your piano
commerc
perienc
ial.
e.
Univer
Heating
Free
sity. Call near Ky. Lake. Attrac- ' 81 CUTLASS
estown, or will sell in lots
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
tuned? Call Shane at
tively remodeled cedar Brougham, 4 dr., 58,000 timates. Call Charles and air condition, gas 753-7883.
or sections. Call.753-1349 753.1820.
8. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
installati
Barnett
on
753-5476.
and
repair
2 BR modern home with home with lovely
miles. Must sell. Nice
after 6p.m,
ODD job specialist,
Phone 753-7203.
OVER
COMMERCIAL build- shed, garden spot and fireplace in living room. car. Asking $4350 Come APPLIANCE
ceiling fans. electrical,
20 YEARS
ing & lot, 2 story with well. $12,500. Call 436. Large master bedroom see & make offer. SERVICE. Kenmore. SEWING MacNne Replumbing, fencing. You
•
W estinghouse,
EXPERIENCE
and bath. Home has 753-7275.
1400 sq. ft. on each level. 5439.
pair. All makes and
name it, I do it. You
New plumbing, wiring 2, BR modern frame unique and distinctive '84 ESCORT L, 4-speed Whirlpool. 23 years models. Home & In, buy, I
STOP BY AND SEE •
install. You
with air, cassette experience. Parts and dustrial. Bag closing
& roof. Could be made house, beautifully re- design and is tastefully
break, I fix. Call 438OUR NEW SHOW ROOM e
decorated. Offered by
AM/FM, excellent service. Bobby Hopper, machines. Also scissor
Into office spaces, apts. decorated interior
•
2868.
.409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
or shop. Good location Ready to move into. Kopperud Realty in the condition, 28,000 mi. Bob's Appliance Ser- sharpening. 40 yrs.
C
•
PAINTI
•
NGExterior
vice,
202
S.
5th
St.
762-2111 or 333-5733.
on N. 4th Street, across Located on Olive St. 40's. 753-1222.
and interior. Over 20 .MURRAY, KY 42071
7535940.
Business 753-4872, 436- experience. All work
from Sager Glove. For $19,000. Call 753-2237.
GOVERNMENT homes IS it true you can buy 5848
guaranteed. Kenneth
yrs. experience. Free
(home).
appointments call 753- 3 BEDROOM brick, new from Si (U repair). Also jeeps for $44 through the
Barnhill, 753-2674, estimates. Phone 437- • Watch for the date of our Open House •
OOOOO ••••••••••••••••
roof, TVA insulation, delinquent tax pro9400 after 7p.m.
U.S. government? Get APPLIANCE REPAIR: Stella. Ky,.
4221 or 437-4534.'
GOVERNMENT land. large shady lot. Like new perty. Call 805-687-6000 the facts today! Call Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 2641.
Deliquent tax property central gas heat Ext. GH- 8155 for
Brown. Service on gas
available at ultra low electric AC & gas water information.
and electric ranges,
50. Used Trucks
prices. For information heater. Built-in Frigid- OWNER must sell in
microwaves, disaire appliances. Low next
call 1.619-565-6491 24hrs.
2 weeks- lake house
4.---h w asher s, reutility
bills.
Near
UnWE-have Fryer"=Z
1.
rall
in plush condition, 2 BR,
frigerators, etc. Earl
us to sell. Century 21 iversity. 753-3330.
2 baths, large kitchen,
Irl.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753ir
Loretta Jobs Realtors 3 ,BEDIROOM, corner living room 26x15, great
5341. •
ll
lot, quiet neighborhood room
753-1492.
26x24, garage
CARPENTER wants
O.
041
on Meadow lane, small 27x15.
House built in
work. Call Rick Brun44. Lots for Sale
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
garden. $45,000. '79-'80. Approxim
ately
ner 436-2922. Reasona:0,
753-5901.
•
LOVELY partly wooded
2,200 sq.ft. Private boat
And
Save 'For A Handy
ble
rates.
Referenc
••
es
Black
silver
Reference)
••
building lot, 2 miles SE 3 BR, 1 bath, brick dock. Make me an offer.
furnished.
of Murray. $5.500. Call home in city. Call Call 753-3530 after 4p.m.
wit:Aver bed
Police
911
Kopperud Realty 753- 753 2375 and leave SUPER insulated new
911
number.
cover.
Must
sell
1222.
home, 9 3/8 fixed
ONLY 3/4 mi. from 3 BR, 2 bath with lots of interest for 1st time,
- reduced to
lake. You can buy 5 extras, Camelot Sub. home buyers. 1600 sq. ft.
wooded acres for only Call 753-3119.
2 or 3 bedrooms, 2
$4600.
°
205 North 4th St.-753-4110
$5995. With reasonable 3 BR brick, 2 baths, util
baths, Redwood passive
John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
Call 753-3174
down payment & • $141 ity, den, living room, solar green house plus
per month. Property large deck, extra large central heat 8, air.
Let Rex give you a
We Service What We Sell
located on black top corner lot, fenced in yard, 753.0563 Tripp Williams 1 96-5 CHEN 3/4 ton
price
your
on
seppickup,
flat
bed.
Call
road near Hamlin & carport in City Limits. Builder & Broker.
492-8541, if no answer
tic tank & backhoe
Pinebluff Call 753-7531
553,000. 753 9302.
1-41/0 houses, 1- 3 BR, I-GOLDEN MEMORIES
call 436-5643.
work.
2 BR. Both in nice
Hwy. 94 East 1 mi. from city limits
1973
DODGE pickup.
Videotaping & 35mm Ruling. Will film on
neighborhood. For
local truck.- good condiDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
desired location for all occasions.
more info. call 753-9021.
tion. Call 753-3435 after
12-10 p.m.
.04
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries,
WE have several new 5p.m.
Gold
Silver
Gs61,4
30 yrs. experience
listings of quality 3 or 4
Graduations, Reunions, Showers
753-0079
Closed
s4
Closed
BR homes, both in city .5 1. Campers
or insurance Clakns...
Yesterday 342.70
759-1737
and county. Call 753Yesterday
CARPETS Dirty? ftenf
5.24
"1222 Kopperud Realty
Host 'Dry' Carpet
Opened
Opened
1973 Camper
for courteous
Cleaner at Blacks DeToday
343.60
Today
5.23
corating Center, 701 S.
competent service.
Self-Contained
Up
Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
4th St. or phone 753-0839.
.90
Down
.01
47. Motorcycles
Call
CUSTOM tilling- garCompliments of:
Custom Trim Wort. References.
15 years experience
dens & yards. Satisfac1980 YAMAHA trail
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
753-1265
Residential & Commercial
tion guaranteed. No
bike,
MX-80,
excellent
Call
Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689
713 S. 12113 Murray, Ky. 42071
after 6 p.m.
jobs to small. 753-9702
(502) 489-2580 (502) 345-2602
condition. 8300. 435-4342
753 7113
after 8p.m.
after 5p.m.
RANDY
We buy Gold. Silver 8. Diamond,
THORN
TON
HEATI
NG
1983 BLACK Harley 1977 24 COACHMAN DAVE'S Window CleanBrenda's Beauty Salon
Hours: 106 Doily, Closed Sunday
Davis XLX Sportster, camper, fully self con- ing Residential, com&
AIR
CONDI
TIONI
NG,
INC.
lupor Cuts Guys IL Gels"
excellent condition. tained including awning mercial, one & two story.
Tramp and Carrier dealer
Open Tues. 8. Wed. 8 o.m.-5 p.m
many extras. Call 759- and rollup antenna, References. 10% Senior
For sales and service In Murray
Tjtiuff
Thurs. 8 Fri. 7 .m.-6 p.m.
$4,500. Call 759-1049 after Citizen discount. 436-2845
1512 or 753-8540.
and Calloway County.
Sot. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
or 753-8873.
400 CC 4 cyl. Honda 5 m.
10....pee*aoramp./a•
IDAS 22 ft. camper, FENCE sales at Sears
$02 Chestnut.
hmitholls by seelstreet bike, like new,
Uncle
753-81
Jeffs
Shopping
81
Saturday, May 17, 1986
Center
733-4382
cheap. Also. 250 cc fully self contained, now. Call Sears 763-2310
.
Kawasaki dirt bike, real good condition. Call for free estimate for
10 A.M.
,
759-4734 after 6p.m.
your needs.
cheap! 437-4437.
327 ACRES IN TWO FARMS
nENERAL HOME
650 YAMAHA Special, 52. Boats-Motors
FARM MACHINERY
REPAIR. 15 years exelectric start, twin
753-9841
Center Dr. off 641 N.
Location: Sale to be conducted at Farm No. 2
cylinder engine, re- 15 FIBERGLASS boat, perience. Carpentry,
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
located 4 miles south of Farmington, Ky.. lust off
cently overhauled. $650. trailer, 50 H.P. concrete, plumbing.
M-F 8-5
Evinrude motor, depth roofing, siding. NO JOB
Highway 564 on the Markman Legion Road.
Call 753-6747.
Sell auto luggage racks.
finder,
TO
trolling
SMALL.
motor,
Free
esAll real estate & farm mdchlrwry will be sold
48. Auto Services
battery & 2 gas tanks. timates. Days 753-6973.
from Farm No. 2
PH 502 759 4034 DAYS 502-753-1
458 NIGHTS
NEED your car cleaned life jackets. $1800. 759- nights 474-2276.
24 HOUR SERVICE
1965
or
753-9235.
FARM NO. 1 - 106 ACRES
•
RING
by
Sears.
up for spring? I will
give it a complete 16 FT. Fabuglass boat, Sears continuous gutThis form Is located 2.5 miles northeast of Fonnington
DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE Prompt & Professional-Residential & Commercial
•-•
clean-up inside & out. motor and trailer. 1666 ters installed for your
St the Intersection of Calloway School Reed and Clayton
Free Estimates
HOWARD DUNCAN. OWNER
Ryan
specific
Ave.
ations.
Call
under the hood or
Hergrove Roof. lust east of Highway 544.
Licensed, insured IL bonded.
Sears
753-2310
for
free
whatever you - need. 17 1/2 CHRYSLER
The lend lays level to gently rolling and has several
Ari--- Truck Wash
492-8254
estimate.
hundred feet frontage on the Calloway School Rood and
References furnished. tri-hull, 40 h.p. Johnson
RI 2 BOX 45A
MURRAY.
KY 42071
IIAMIL
the Clayton &wove Rood. It has 67 Miele acres with
TON Cultured
Reasonable prices. Call new control box, new
balance In woods. It is highly sultehle for row crop for489-2715 or 753-2473.
steering hook-up, new Marble, tops, sinks.
ming. however. has Boyersl good building sites.
winch, foot control panels, custom made
RENTAL SALES
The primary soil types ere Grenada silt loom, Orentrolling motor, trailer. vanities. Free Est. 7534 9 . Used Cars
don slit loom, and Loring silt loam. The Greeted* series
Individualized logos &
CENTER
$2500 or best offer. Call 9400.
occupies brood areas on Ms smooth uplands. It consists
1976 TRIUMPH TR-7 474-8855.
drawings dons for VERY
..,.
of moderetely well emitted soils that haves'regimen.
sports car, 4 cylinder. 1976 15' RUNABOUT
Reasonable Rates!
ROOFING
The soil is elegy to cultivate end has moderately natural
Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating.
air, excellent condition. walk through windMetal
&
Shingles
fertilisetion. The hazard of erosion Is none to slight.
.
Call
759-95
67 after 4 p.m.
Call 759-1933.
753-8201
shield, 1975 Mercury
211 Main
The toting wades has undulating slopes of two to five
Aluminum & Vinyl
1978 LTD III, 2 dr., 0.B. 65 H.P., new seats,
percent. it Ms a wide use sultebility, very good
Siding.
$1000. Call 436-2429 after
good condition. $2000.
workability. and good productivity.
-----t*
5p.m.
Call 4342158.
RICKMAN
Free estimates.
Its location offers only•short drive to Farmington,
*Carpe
ts
*Uphol
stery
1979
BUICK
Regal.
V-8.
1977
CAPTAIN'S Craft,
NORSWORTHY
Mayfield. or Murray.
Call 759-1600
ps, pb, air conditioning, 50 ft., V8 gen., dual air,
• *Free Estimates
LUMBER COMPANY, INC
•-„,..._„,_____.,./-new tires, good condiFARM NO. 2 - 221 ACRES
ex. cond. $24,500. Call
Satisfaction Guaranteed
MOBILE HOME
tion. 1 owner, high
618 524 5025 days, 524Thls faro is located only four miles south of Form
500
South
4th
Street
Specialis
t Repair and
Phone;
mileage. 82.150. 2533 evenings.
Call 753-5827
Ington, three miles north of Tri-CIty, lust off Highway
preventative maintenMurray. Ky. 42071
Busbies& 753-6450
753.9349.
HOUSEBOAT, real ance. Roofs, floors,
594 on the Markman Legion Road.
1979 CONTINENTAL
good condition, sleeps 6, plumbing, wiring,
15 Years Experience Estimates Welcomed
It lays practically level and has 170 tillable acres. It
Mark V. sky blue. $3500. Call 527-1172.
Is divided Into two treats by the Mailmen Logien Reed.
hurricane straps. 759loaded,
must
sell.
Call
The north tracts contains approximately 211 scree end
33' NAUTALINE 4850.
759-1377.
Is practically all deer. It has severed hundred feet fron24 Hour Service
houseboat 1967. 7200's, MOODY 'S Mower
404 N. 4th Stroot
1979
MONTE Carlo. ps.
ting the Markman Legion Road and is highly suitable
gen., VHF, $15,000. Repair- pickup and
Indust
rial
Commercial
pb.
tilt,
air. stereo. 1979
for row crop footling.
Murray, KY 42071
753 4065 evenings.
delivery. All work
Chevette, 4 door hatch
The south hod lays level and has epprosineetely 10
Reside
ntial
SAILBOARD, 8450 Calf guaranteed. Call 753Bus. 753-8730
back. Call 753-9649.
Res. 753-6965
mires. It is all deer and has soyerel feet fronting the
753 5824.
5668.
Merinnon Legion Rood.
753-9562
1979 SEVILLE. high
The primary soil typo of this form is Cirenede slit
mileage. excellent
loom like Fenn No. 1, this soil Is easy to cultivete, has
condition. Asking $4950
ELME SO MUM IS RIM
nocederetely natured fertilization, end no erogenic matPhone 362-8190.
ter content. It has moderate to high suitability for all
•
ON VIA RM.
1980 FAIRMONT. $1500.
commonly grown crops In this ere..
The Newest and Best Car Lot
1975 Chevy pickup.
According to Hee Asa office, 1906 bases for the total
$1500 753-6110 after
327 acres include 67.2 corn, 160.2 grieve, 32.II grain
In The Purchase
5p.m.
sorghum. 2.0 elf cured end 2.76 dark.
luck's Up raw Satotyt
1981
GRAND
Prix
We
PonConsignment
Roth of them farms are highly productive and have
tiac,
red.
47,xxx
miles,
• most desiroble location. This is your cheese to buy
Move'Em
Lot
ps, pb, ac. Good condiwhere you set the peke. Ivy now on•buyer's snorkel.
tion. $4100. Phone 753Need to S•i1 That Car, We'll Move It
FARM MACHINERY
5447 after 5p.m.
Tire & Wheel Alignment
Need to Buy That Car, Come Buy
1982 DODGE Arles,
ignm
Steiger 310 with cob and air. completely rebuilt
t
good condition, 2 door.
All 8elisennctine
engine. 2200 hes. • 2090 Case tractor with cub. 11/75
1
32700. Call 753-0389 or
\,1105
Pogo*
Murray. Ky
A
C-64I Chevrolet 2 ton triode with Midwest groin bed Downtown Murrey, 4th & Poplar
753-6331.
i
NI
J
137* Com tractor with cob C air • 22 ft. hydrefold Frigor
call
750.1211
1082
Z-28.
dark
blue.
gated chisel plow- 15 ft. Agee chisel plow- 1210 J. D.
T•tops. loaded. 48.000
400 by. grain wagon. 17 ft. J. O. wheat 40111 - 7000 J.
Flowers For All Occasions
VCR??
miles. $7200. Call 753O. plenter - three Case6-row cultivators -22 ft. tandem
. If the answer is Yes, You Will Roccdve
0553
or
753-9907.
wile dump troller.
1983 SILVER Pontiac
MIMS: RIAL I57A1I-20 pm-cent down elm of sale white
FREE VIDEO CLUB MEMBERSHIP
Trans Am, T-tops, p.s ,
balance an delivery of deed withie 30 days. PINSON AL
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
p
b..
p
w..
AM,
PlIOPEITT-Cash or check with proper identification.
,FM
..711/WRITI
Cen9r
Be! Air ',Impair*
cassette stereo, loaded
°WHIR: Jerry Mogen
Munas AY 42071
fC121 753-0932
with extras
7113-11004
901-593-3189

;TEE

Orrums

,.
,
...„___.
Dial-A-Service

1984 Mazda
Sport LE
- Pickup ;ruck

fr

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio

753-9224

Aluminum Service Co.

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING

Poison Control
753-7588

Greg's Vinyl Tops

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

T & M Cleaning

,k---_

Starting A New Business?

Lee's Carpet Cleaning

Dunnaway's Body Shop

INTRODUCING

MICHELIN

CARROLL

't4

Double D

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131 753-6952

753-1489

, -..., A

Hill Electric

•c•inf:
psuilt ris:
I w

Ray Elkins Carpet Laying

20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

753-9559

NEW

Hopkins Insurance Agency

C. W. SHELTON

REM. ESTATE & AUCTION CO.

10111 Paris Read

Maytiold. Ky. 42064
Phone (302)247.1345
704 H.C. Pdathls Dr.
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Phone (302)442-7264
C. W. Shelton, AuctIonour

1971 Mercury
Marquis
429 engine. fuN power
with sir cond., $350

Cali 759-1090
after 4 p.m.

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

Call
115 S. 13th
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
(502)753-6202
42071

-

;rre

Y

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday -Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.

A

r „
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Earthquake shakes Mexico City

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Dorothy L. Simon

-

'
.

Mrs. Dorothy L.
Simon, 75, died Sunday
at 8:10 a.m. at her home
on Rt. 5, Murray.
Born April 22, 1910, in
Illinois, she was the
daughter of the late
Martin Carle and
Ledina Keppell Carle.
Mrs. Simon was a
member of the Pottertown Homemakers
Club.
Survivors are her hus.
band, Francis A.
Simon; one daughter,
Mrs. Judith L. Fritz-

Mrs. Elaine Brown

sche, Dolton, Ill.; one
brother, Russell Carle,
Homewood, Ill.; four
grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev'. Chester P. Culver
will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call
from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
( Monday) at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Annie Ardee Riley
Mrs. Annie Ardee dianapolis. Ind.; one
Riley. 75, of 100 Garden stepsister, Mrs. Opal
St.. Murray, died Satur- Lindsey, Paducah; one
day at 6:20 a.m. at niece, seven grandMurray-Calloway Coun- children and two greatty Hospital.
grandchildren.
She was a member of
Services will be
St. John's Missionary
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
Baptist Church where St.
John's Missionary
she had served in the
Baptist Church. The
Senior Choir and other
Rev. W.E. Chaney will
departments of the
officiate.
church. She was a
Burial will follow in
member of Virgin
Chapter No. 55 of the Murray City Cemetery
Order of the Eastern with arrangements by
Hammock Funeral
Star.
Mrs. Riley is survived Home of Paducah.
by two sons. Terry T.
The body will be
Johnson of Murray aid brouglit to St. John's
John A. Parham of Church, Murray, at 5
Morganfield; one sister, .p.m. Tuesday. Special
Mrs. Mary Claudine visitation will be from 7
Farmer, and one to 8 p.m. Tuesday at the
brother. R.D. Riley. In- church.

Mrs. Jennie P. Young
The funeral for Mrs.
Jennie Paschall Young
was today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home,
Paducah.
Officiating were the
Rev. Jim Green and the
Rev. Herb McGrath.
Burial was in the Oak
Grove Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.,
near Hazel.
Mrs. Young, 82, of Rt.
IL Paducah, died Saturday at 2:50 p.m. at

Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
She was a former resident of Calloway County
and the widow of Parvin
Young.
Mrs. Young is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Wilma Lou Kaler,
Symsonia, and Mrs.
Mary McIntosh, Lone
Oak; three grandchildren, Debbie Fox,
Lisa Kaler and Jenna
Kaler; four greatgrandchildren; one
niece.

,

Services for Mrs.
Elaine Brown are today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Dr. Greg Earwood
and the Rev. G.T.
Moody are officiating.
Music is by the Choir of
First Baptist Church
with Wayne Halley as
director and Allene
Knight as organist
Pallbearers are John
D. Lovins, Vernon
Nance. Allen McCoy,
G.T. Lilly, Monk
Stallons and J.W.
Cathey.
13urial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Brown. 73, died
Friday at 11:10 p.m. at
her home, 318
Woodlawn. Murray.
She had retired after
over 28 years teaching
in the schools of Hazel,

MEXICO CITY (AP)
— A moderate earthquake, the second in five
days, shook Mexico's
capital city but apparently caused no injuries or damage.
The quake struck at
11:50 p.m. Sunday (1:50
a.m. EDT today) and

Mrs.
Louise
Outland

New Concord, Dexter,
Al.mo and North
Calloway. She was a
member Qf First Baptist
Church and had been a
Mrs. Louise Outland,
member of the church
choir for over 40 years. 67, died today at 6:45
a.m. at her home on Rt.
Survivors are her hus3, Murray.
band, James M. Brown,
to whom she was marShe was a member of
ried on Aug. 6, I947; one Elm Grove Baptist
daughter, Mrs. Dennis Church
(Barbara) Goodwin,
Born Jan. 25, 1919, in
and one grandson,
James Travis Goodwin, Stewart County, Tenn.,
Clewiston, Fla.: one she was the daughter of
sister, Mrs. Lloyd the late John Dowdy and
(Oneida) Boyd, Mur- Ellen Taylor Dowdy.
ray; one niece, Mrs.
- Survivors are her husMichael (Linda) Cor- band, Elbert Outland, to
twright, Indianapolis, whom she was married
Ind.
on May 30, 1948; one
Born Oct. 27, 1912, in daughter, Mrs. John
Stewart County, Tenn., (Martha) Dowdy, and
she was the daughter of one grandchild, Jamie
the tare Johnny Sanford Lee Dowdy, Garland,
Ahart and Stella Irene Texas; one sister. Mrs.
Lacy (Charlene)
Spiceland.
Rushing, Granite City,
Ill.; two brothers, Edward Dowdy, Granite
IS 2-3 2104511 lb..
$42./5-42.75
City,
and James Dowdy,
IS 31 250-270 lb..
$41.25-45.25
Sows
Collinsville, Ill.

Decision
made today

WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Supreme Court,
dashing one legal hope
of hundreds of death
row inmates and
perhaps thousands of
other convicted
murders across the
nation, said today that
death penalty opponents
can be barred from serNOTICE
ving on capital case
We Haul White
juries.
Coldwater Gravel
Today's decision
and Dirt.
reversed a federal appeals court ruling that
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
excludes all potential
Mechanically removed
jurors who say they
24" Deep
could never impose a
death sentence creates
Free Estimates
a "conviction prone"
Treated Cross Ties
Jury and thus violates a
435 4343 or
defendant's right to a
435.439
fair trial.

Hog market report released
Federal State Market Sews Ser
vice May 5, IMO
Kentucky Purchase Area He
Market Report Includes $ Buying
Ststkets
Receipts: Act. 1142 Est. NOS Bar
rows I Gilts .75 higher Sows steady
to .30 higfer.
US IS 510440 lb..
142.75-43.25
US 1 IMMO lbs.
141.75-42.75

US
US
US
US

11 170-350 lb..
1-3 300450 lb..
1.3 4511-500 lb..
1-S over 5110 lb..

$33.011-34.10
$33.1111-341.51
$34.50-311.00
$30.00.41.50
few 41.10
1131-01133.1141

US 1.3 NO-511111 lb..
Boars 13L0111.80

Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

MEMORIAL WREATHS
Stock Market

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

was centered in the
Pacific Ocean off the
Mexican coast, according to seismological
reports.
Last September, a
quake measuring 8.5 on
the Richter scale killed
8,000 people and caused
extensive damage in the
Mexico City area.
Mexico City's
Tacubaya seismological
station said the Sunday
night quake registed 6.0
on the Richter scale,
and that it had no
reports of damage. John
Minsch, a geophysicist
with the National Earthquake Information
Center in Golden,'Cob..
said it registered 5.4.

+8.81
1774.68
78/
1
2 -1
/
2
25% +1
/
2
38 +1
/
4
37% +3
/
4
33 +1
/
4
46% +%
19 unc
591/a +
78 +3
/
4
70% -1
/
4
793/8 + 3/i
69% JAI
393/o
31

+%
+1
/
2

155/
1
4 +1/
1
2
60% unc
23% +%
45% -1
/
4
49%
30% +/
1
4
67/
1
2 -1
/
4
511
/
2 unc
67% +
43% 4.%
321/8 +/
1
4
77% .1/1
361/4 +1/4
39% -1
/
4
19% unc
6.69

U.S.Tobacco

Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

• - Limemasos.
drab.,
or',Ilk.

aprergor

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.

New Group
Medicare
Supplement Plans
Announced — At
Rates As Low
As $21 A Month!
A Washington D.C.
association has looked into
Medicare, and into insurance
plans to help America's
senior citizens protect
themselves against the
hospital and medical charges
not paid by Medicare.
Barb Enloe, National
Director of the Federation of
American Consumers and
Travelers (F.A.C.T.), says,
as a result of the study, new
Group Plans of insurance
have been designed which
provide affordable help for
peliple on a fixed income.
Members of FACT. may
purchase the protection for
as little as $21.00 a month.
Mrs. Enloe says all
members who are age 65 or
older and who are eligible for
Medicare are guaranteed acceptance, regardless of past
or present health conditions.
She also emphasized that
the plans are underwritten
by leading companies which
have been carefully investigated by F.A.C.T.'s Insurance Advisory Board.

Local persons who
want information,
without obligation,
about the Group
Plans, may contact:

"Area's Largest Selection"
•Silk Headstone Saddles $8.99 to $25.00
*Silk Bushes $1.99 up • Crosses $2.99
•Wreaths $3.99 up • Floral Vases $2.99

Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th,Murray
Phone 753-7273.

See at

Persons who already
belong to FACT. may
receive full details about the
Group Insurance at the same
number and address.

ARROW ASSOCIATED STORES
300 Main St. formally Montgomery Ward
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Sat. 9-12
753-8299

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

There also were differing reports on the
quake's epicenter. The
Tacubaya center said it
was located 291 miles
southwest of Mexico City. but the U.S. official
located it 250 miles
southwest of the Mexican capital

S.

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALE!
Entire Selection of Order-In Carpeting
Styles:
Philadelphia
World
$ 1 00 $ 1 50
Off
Coronet
Diamond
Queens
Columbus Mills
Retail Price Per Sq. Yd.
Galaxy
(Cut or roll)

In-Stock Merchandise Sale
Short Plush Carpeting
$699
Heavy Plush Carpeting
$899
Hi-Low Shag Carpeting
$699
Economic Hi-Low
Shag Carpeting

Sq. Yd.

Staring at

Sq. Yd.

$ ga69
Sq. Yd. & Up

Hwy. 641 North

De-Vo-Ko Wonder-Speed
Interior Latex Semi-Gloss
Enamel

•14-

99
Starting at

$

Fxterior
lts-rNlis.
l_ateN Flat
FL .,e

1 199

Gallon

Wonder Tone
Interior Latex Flat
Wall Paint
-custom

$

Colored

1 399

Gallon

Epeiroe,'

Devoe
‘kitnder.-Shield
'1

Sq. Yd.

1
11:V‘Onsier-ShO
$12
99
Gal
hAlartsrbr
La ,,
te'1Fisti

S

oy-c. $3 50
Custom Colors

'

Sightly Mosher

'
!
159
s

aw, $4 50

Sq. Yd.

All Above Carpeting (In-Stock)
Take An Extra $1.00 Off Sq. Yd.
12 Foot
Rubber Back
Commercial Carpet

DeVoe Paint is the oldest leading paint in America. Our paint goes
through 29 different, difficult tests before being sold to you. Consumer guide tested to be #1 assures you of quality products. Try
DeVoe once, Satisfaction guaranteed.

•White or
Soft White

Starting at

Starting at

ATTENTION: Why Buy DeVoe Paint?
PLEASE READ!

Automotive Carpet
and ,
Artificial Grass
In Stock — Many
Colors to choose from!

For A Longer Lasting
Finish, Specify
Devoe Paints
Kirsch Custom
Made Blinds

30% Off
Mini Blinds,
Woven Woods
& Pleated Shades

WHEN
IDeiroe
.
Paint IT'S WORTH
DOING RIGHT!"
Selected
Wallpaper
Books

30% Off
JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
(Sale Ends May 17, 1986)

In-Stock
Wallpaper
$ 1 50_
$ R99
10 Single Roll

753-6660

_

COME SEE
COME SAVE AT

INI
RT.641SOUTH MURRAY, KY
GRAND OPENING SALE CONTINUES

4 ts

PACKAGE
BIG JOHN
BROWN N
SERVE

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
A PACKAGE OF BIG JOHN
BROWN-N-SERVE ROLLS

ROLLS
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
JUST CUP THIS COUPON
STOP IN AND PICK UP
YOUR FREE PACKAGE
OF BIG JOHN
BROWN-N- SERVE ROLLS
gigNions,-vonsiVill1141.114140

FREE
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

THIS OFFER IS GOOD
THROUGH SUNDAY NIGHT
MAY 11TH, 1986

1
41
•

couponm

1

'1
4

BIG JOHN HAS THE FINEST FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN WEST KENTUCKY HOW?
WE TRUCK OUR OWN FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ON OUR OWN TRUCKS FROM THE
GROWING FIELDS IN CALIFORNIA - YES WE HAVE

FRESH SOLID
CALIFORNIA HEAD

LETTUCE

•

so

°

"

411111111110111MININIIIMMk

SUNDAY IS YOUR DAY

Jotn
HAS A
•
FOR A Hi KY
MOTHER

PRE

BIG MOTHER'S DAY DINNER FOR MOM'S ENTIRE FAMILY
FRESH ROAST TURKEY, WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS, DRESSING, GRAVY, TWO
VEGETABLES, SLAW,REUSH,
PLUS A BIG DECORATED MOTHER'S DAY CAKE- MOTHER JUST STOP IN AT BIG
JOHNS
AND REGISTER NIS
WEEK, DRAWING WILL BE HELD AT 12:00 NOON SATURDAY MAY 10
BE SURE YOUR PHONE NUMBER IS ON THE REGISTRATION TICKET SO WE CAN CALL AND
LET THE
WINNER KNOW WHAT TIME THE FRESHLY PREPARED BIG DINNER FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY WILL
BE DELIVERED.

FRESH CAWE STYLE

PORK ROAST

494

•

-

• s .•
- • .p •

NABISCO PREMIUM
SALTINE

SAUCE ®
16 OZ.
JAR
WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

® CRACKERS
,6.110

tAly

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

DUNCAN HINES

6.5 OZ. CAN

18.5 OZ.
BOX

WMI ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CEIMFICATE

RIPER
®
TOWELS

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

DEL MONTE

CATSUP

JUMBO
ROLL
NIFFN ONE FILLED"FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

KRAFTS
ITAUAN,1000 ISLAND,FRENCH,BUTTERMILK
OR CATAUNA

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

GRADE A MEDIUM

DRESSING

WITIA SSE FILLER "COOS FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

Pk."WAWA.
'
.

r

•

491e4

--

•

MORE
FOOD
VALUES
A WEEK LONG
SPECIAL

BIG JOHN GRADE"A"2%

MILK

59

ONE GALLON
JUG

PARADE

SPREAD OLEO

2 LB.B0.139°

SARGENT° IMITATION MOZZARELLA

(
SHREDDED CHEESE

COUNTRY SIDE OLEO

80Z.PKG.99°

19°

80Z.CANS

SHREDDED CHEESE

40Z.PKG•79C

PARADE MEDIUM OR MILD

CHEDDAR CHEESE

80Z.BAR$129

REMEMBER TO HAVE YOUR "WHEEL OF FORTUNE" CARD PUNCHED
AT BIG JOHNS EVERY WEEK ANYTIME YOU COULD BE THE NEXT BIG
MONEY WINNER.
THE "BIG MONEY" IS NEVER WORTH LESS THAN

•••

.59°

KRAFTS MOZARELLA OR CHEDDAR

UTE FLUFF

BISCUITS

KRAFTS NEW STICK OLEO

$500(x)
FREECASH
THE "BIG MONEY" INCREASES ANOTHER '100" EVERY WEEK IT IS
NOT WON.

4.

r

•

•

MEAT RIL

THE PIACI
FOR MALI'
PRICED F
HOLLY FARM MIXED CUT PARTS OF
4,

GROGAN

FRYERS 39

PORK
SAUSAGE
1L&
ROLL

$1

LOBSTER OR SHRIMP
FULL % SLICE

EGG ROLLS

24 PORK LOIN
$1
39
PIMENTO SPREADi30z
HAM
MRS. WEAVERS - ECONOMY CHEESE

CHOICE

$139 TOP RI

LB.

HARPERS WHOLE COUNTRY

ARMOUR WHITE & DARK

TURKEY
ROAST
$229
11
/
2 LB.
FIELDS ALL

HAM
SAUSAGE
$189

6
LB.

FIELDS DINNER OR

FRANH

Ai
rrIllr, BUY ONE
- 80Z
OSCAR
MAYER
(THE NO. 1)
BOLOGNA
T REGULAR'
PRICE
AND GET ONE PACKAG

OWN

I

A

404

•

Ark

,

•••••••••=J

1
MARKET

WE TO GO
kLITY MEATS
D RIGHT!
U.S.D.A. CHOICE ROUND

tK
SAGE

fla

$169
$16
9
OICE

LB.

aa

P ROUND !1

TYSON LOW CAL MICRO WAVE $
2
7

DINNERS

DZ.
CAR
YER
NO.1)
NIA
GUUR.
10E

lB PACKAGE

H
F
OR
R
MEA
LCN
I EEK
SE M
N
O s
ED OR
Tu
Cl IL F$
B.1
9
9

EA

DINNER OR REGULAR

ANKS

49

STEAK

Si1,10/0

REELFOOT REGULAR SLICED
$139 B
ON12....1129 BOLOGNA
nak
cED
su
C

..$149

FANCY U.S. CHOICE BEEF
EYE OF THE ROUND

STEAK
$299
CARL BUDDING(BEEF OR HAM)
THIN SUCED
2% OL CELLO

MEATS

2.99c

CNOICE

iEL
E
ESS
u
ROAST

•,

4

$

89

;77 "."":".-

'=o4

41
,

•

.
••

4
•4`

•

FRESH BIG JOHN
TICKET
COLA OR ANY FLAVOR

POTATO
CHIPS

SODA

SW%

-4

2 UTER
BOTTLE
BIG
7.5 OZ.
BAG

YOU SAVE
MORE AT
BIG JOHNS

DEL MONTE '1" VALUE

•NESTEA 13" VA

RAISINS is OZ.BOX
k

DEL MONTE SUCED CRUSHED

26.5 OZ. JAR

BUNNY FRESH HOT 81"

99C INSTANT TEA MIX$329 BREAD
IUTEA FREE NUTRA SWEET 3.3 OZ.

99c

NOW

LEWIS BAKE SHOP RAISIN

sis, $139
PINEAPPLE 15.2
!CHUNK0OZ. _AN69C ICE TEA MIX 83"le299 COFFEE CAKE VALUE
DUNCAN HINES READY TO SERVE

FROSTING

EAN SPRAY 8225 VALUE

16.5 OZ. CAN$159

HEIFETS SWEET 89' VALUE

CRANAPPLE 48 OZ. JAR$198

THE NO.1 UQUID DISH
DETERGENT

DAWN

$2n
VALUE"
KELLOGGS RICE

'2" VALUE

KRISPIE BARS 8 OZ.$

89

BIG 8 QT. SIZE s2r VALUE

KOOL-AID
UNSWEETENED 2 QT.

KOOL-AID

S
S:E
U AERT

2
39

6FoR98c

•

65 OZ.
BOX

CEREAL

20 OZ. BOX
EN, SHRIMP,PORK
OR BEEF) RAMEN

NOODLES

79

PARK

TERGENT QUART
BTL.

99c
COOKIES
4

NABISCO STRIPED CHOC. CHIP

PKGS.

PARADE ANGEL FOOD

NABISCO CHEESE NIP
1"
VALUE$119
CAKE MIX '
16 OZ. BOX
CRACKERS

°YID($129
14.5
OZ. BOX$

129

PURITAN COOKING

- PORK & BEANS

A 391
VALUE

NOW

aile CASCADE
1/
1

PARADE RAISIN BRAN '1" VALUES

SHOWBOAT

15 OL
CAN

10 OZ. JAR

AUTOMATIC DISH WASHER DETERGENT

!iI149

QUART
BOTTLE

-

59

25

OIL
32 OZ.
BOTTLE

'2" VALUE

198

,

FN.

•

•

„

•••

•

•

BIG JOHNS MEAT MARKET
THE PLACE TO GO FOR QUALITY,
VARIETY AND BEST PRICES

•11.

•

FRESH
FRYING CHICKEN LEG QUARTERS

FRYERS

•

•

•":;‘,

„

•

..;
,
•

•
•

•

-

— —

•

a
• •
4••

•

le

r..

PEPSI
COLA

•

59

160Z.
BOTTLES
PLUS DEPOSIT

•

BIG JOHN

'41

• POTATO
CHIPS
/
2 OZ.
BIG 71
SAG

790
.-7-AnaCT"

GARDEN FRESH FRUITS.& VEGETABLES

•THE

ST *FOR LESS

YOUR
OWN
WESTERN U.S. NO. 1 BAKING

IFRESH CAUFORNIA GREEN

POTATOES 10UL BAP12 ONIONS
FLORIDA SALAD

TOMATOES

FRESH SHREDDED CABBAGE FOR
READY
QT. BOX $119 SLAI
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GARY'S SALTED OR NATURAL

PEANUTS

MOONLIGHT FRESH

200Z. BAG $149 MUSHROOMS
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CAUFORNIA

CELERY

69

LAIQE
STALK

AD GOOD MAY 8TH THRU MAY 11TH, 1986
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ANY FLAVOR BIG JOHN

ICE CREAM
;If

/
1 2 GALLON
CARTON
4

PARADE FROZEN 6 OZ. CAN

WEST PACK FROZEN 8 OZ. BOX

BRUSSEL
LEMONADE 47c SPROUTS
fin

MINUTE
MAID
FROZEN

ORANGE
JUICE

12 OZ. CAN

9'

RED BARON BIG 12INCH
HAMBURGER,SAUSAGE,PEPPERONI

LASAGNA

PIZZA 220z.$299

DORITOS
CHIPS 11 OL
'1" SIZE

$169

$ 99

BIG DELICIOUS
ANGEL FOOD

FRITO LAYS

%IV°

STOUIFFERS 10.5 OZ. BOX

FOR MOTHERS DAY
FRESH BAKED IN BIG JOHNS OWN BAKERY

CAKE

An

EACH
THIS WEEK
AVAILABLE
IN ALL
BIG JOHN
ES

NESTEA BONUS PACK
3.6 OZ. JAR

INSTANT

TEA
$1.

VALUE

JAR

'249

